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 25 Summary 

Our society lives embedded in stress. This causes numerous environmental 

factors that precipitate and exacerbate psychiatric disorders, such as anxiety and 

depression. In all organisms, stress is recognized as an adaptive response and is 

essential for survival to re-establish homeostasis. The brain is the most sensitive organ 

to stress and responsible for generating an adaptation to stressors, both social and 

physical. In mammals, multiple brain areas, such as the hippocampus, amygdala, 

prefrontal cortex and hypothalamus are activated in response to the threat of 

homeostasis disruption. In particular, the hippocampus is critically involved in many 

forms of learning and memory, as well as emotional processing and stress. 

Despite adolescence being a vital stage where numerous changes occur, 

research on changes in stress-related synaptic plasticity and the brain has been focused 

more on childhood and adulthood.  

The endocannabinoid (eCB) system is widely distributed in the central nervous 

system and participates in many brain functions. To better understand the role of the 

eCB system in the context of anxiety and how to cope stress is necessary an integrated 

view of the endocannabinoid-mediated control in brain regions involved in stress 

processing and regulation. 

In this Doctoral Thesis, adolescent Swiss male mice were used to investigate the 

localization and function of the CB1 receptor at the excitatory medial perforant path 

(MPP) synapses in the dentate molecular layer (DML) of the hippocampus in control, 

acute and chronic restraint stress condition.  The rational behind is that these synapses 

show high efficiency in neuronal activation and contribute to the excitatory tri-synaptic 

circuit related to learning and memory in the hippocampus. Furthermore, restraint stress 

damages the entorhinal cortex and dentate gyrus affecting the entorhino-dentate 

(perforant) pathway. We studied in the Thesis the effect of acute and chronic restraint 

stress to adolescent mice on synaptic transmission and in particular on CB1 receptor-

dependent long-term depression at the excitatory MPP-granule cell synapses (eCB-

eLTD).   
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 29 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 The stress 

Daily life is very stressful and exhibits numerous environmental factors that 

precipitate and exacerbate psychiatric disorders such as depression and anxiety. 

Indeed, homotypic stressors (repeated exposure to the same stressor) that occur on a 

daily basis are associated with increased depressive symptoms (Robertson Blackmore 

et al., 2007; Patel and Hillard, 2008). 

In all organisms, the stress is a biological cascade of events that occurs in a real 

or perceived threat and is vital for the survival, impacting on  energy homeostasis that is 

profoundly affected by acute and chronic stress (Ulrich-Lai and Ryan, 2014; Razzoli and 

Bartolomucci, 2016; Sticht et al., 2018).  

Stress and adaptation to social and physical stressors depend on the brain. It 

determines the threats, stores memories and regulates physiology as well as behavior 

(McEwen, 2006; McEwen et al., 2015). Specifically, some brain areas (hippocampus, 

amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and hypothalamus) are activated in mammals in response 

to threats to homeostasis switching on a cascade of neural, neuroendocrine and 

behavioral responses (Senst and Bains, 2014).The amygdala elaborates a preconscious 

threat detection and attributes an emotional value in the context of previous experiences 

through a crosstalk with the medial prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus (Bishop, 2008; 

Hermans et al., 2014; Likhtik and Paz, 2015; Roozendaal et al., 2009).  

Stressful conditions change the eCB signaling and increase the susceptibility to 

psychiatric disorders (Hill et al., 2010; Hillard, 2014). The impact of stress  over the eCB 

system is complex and depends on factors such as duration, intensity, stressor type and 

brain region  (Patel et al., 2004; Rubino et al., 2008; Campos et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2010; 

Razzoli et al., 2017; Sticht et al., 2018). 
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2.1.1 Stress and adolescent brain 

Adolescence is a period of significant psychological and physiological 

vulnerabilities. Depression, anxiety, schizophrenia and drug abuse increase in 

the adolescence (Dahl, 2004; Patton and Viner, 2007; Eiland and Romeo, 2013) 

and some authors have proposed that exposure to stressors during this period 

plays a significant role in the development of the disorders (Charil et al., 2010; 

McCormick and Mathews et al., 2010; Romeo, 2017). Moreover, the negative 

effects of stress are exacerbated when they happen during the prenatal or 

neonatal stages of significant brain maturation (McEwen, 2008; Charil et al., 

2010).  

The vast majority of research has been focused on the effects of stress in 

childhood and adulthood; however there is an increasing interest in investigating 

brain structure and plasticity under stress conditions during the adolescence 

(McCormick and Mathews, 2010; Eiland and Romeo, 2013), in particular in the 

hippocampal formation which is critically involved in learning and memory, 

emotional processing and stress reactivity (Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Romeo, 

2017). 

 

2.2  The Endocannabinoid System 

The Cannabis plant (cannabis sativa) has been used for therapeutic 

(antiemetic, analgesic, antispasmodic effects) and recreational purposes since 

ancient times (Piomelli, 2003; Freund et al., 2003; Mechoulam and Parker, 2013). 

The Cannabis plant contains more than 400 different chemical compounds. In 

the1960s, the Mechoulam team isolated and described more than 60 

cannabinoids among which delta (9) - tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC or THC) is 

the main psychoactive compound (Gaoni and Mechoulam, 1964). In the 1990s, 

the THC receptors were cloned and termed cannabinoid CB1 receptor (CB1R) 

(Matsuda et al., 1990) and cannabinoid CB2 receptor (CB2R) (Munro et al., 1993).  
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In parallel with these discoveries, endogenous ligands for the cannabinoid receptors 

were identified and named endocannabinoids (Devane et al., 1992; Mechoulam et al., 

1995). The most studied eCBs are derived from membrane phospholipids, particularly 

arachidonoyl ethanolamide or anandamide (AEA), and 2-arachidonoyl glycerol (2-AG) 

(Maccarrone et al., 2014; Scarante et al., 2017).  Both AEA and 2-AG have been 

regarded as the two main eCBs in animal´s tissue. Altogether, the eCB system 

composed of the cannabinoid receptors, eCBs, their synthesizing and degrading 

enzymes, the intracellular signaling pathways and transport systems, provides the basis 

for the endogenous modulation of many functions in the nervous system and peripheral 

organs.  

2.2.1 Endocannabinoid Receptors 

CB1R and CB2R are seven transmembrane receptors coupled to Gi/o protein 

(Figure 1). They operate functionally inhibiting adenylyl cyclase activity, activating 

potassium channels and inhibiting voltage-gated calcium channels (Howlett at al., 2002; 

Kano, 2014).  
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2.2.1.1 CB1 Receptor 

CB1R is highly expressed in the central nervous system (CNS) and is present in 

neuronal and non-neuronal cells and also intracellularly throughout the brain. In neurons, 

the CB1R expression is very high in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), cingulate gyrus, 

hippocampus, basal ganglia, substantia nigra and cerebellum (Mackie, 2005; Hillard, 

2014; Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al., 2017). Also, astrocytes (Salio, 2002; Navarrete and 

Araque, 2008, 2010; Han et al., 2012; Bonilla-Del Río et al., 2017; Gutiérrez-Rodríguez 

et al., 2018), oligodendrocytes (Moldrich and Wenger, 2000) and cells of the cerebral 

vasculature (Gebremeghin et al., 1999; Golech et al., 2004) express CB1R. Moreover, 

CB1 receptor is localized to the outer mitochondrial membrane at both presynaptic and 

postsynaptic terminals and astrocytes (Bernard et al., 2012; Hebert-Chatelain et al., 

2014a, 2014b, 2016; Koch et al., 2015; Lutz et al., 2015; Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al., 

2018). The stimulation of the mitochondrial CB1R leads to inhibition of oxidative 

phosphorylation and ATP production modulating energy metabolism, neurotransmitter 

Figure 1: Three-dimensional structure of CB1R and CB2R.  Modified from Fraguas-Sánchez et al., 

2014. 
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release (Bernard et al., 2012; Lutz et al., 2015) and memory (Hebert-Chatelain et al., 

2016). The CB1Rs are mostly localized to presynaptic terminals; their activation results 

in suppression of neurotransmitter release into the synapse (Kano et al., 2009). In the 

brain, CB1Rs are expressed in GABAergic, glutamatergic, serotonergic, dopaminergic 

and noradrenergic neurons, suggesting that the eCB system is involved in the 

suppression of the release of these neurotransmitters (Hermann et al., 2002; Oropeza 

et al., 2007; Haring et al., 2007; Azad et al., 2008; Kano et al., 2009; Morozov et al., 

2009; Lutz et al., 2015; Morena et al., 2016; Gutierrez-Rodriguez et al., 2017) with the  

predominant effects of the eCB signaling taking place  at GABAergic and glutamatergic 

synapses (Katona and Freud, 2012).  

The CB1 receptors are also localized in peripheral organs and tissues, like 

adipose tissue, muscle, liver, heart, gastrointestinal tract, pancreas, spleen, tonsils, 

prostate, testicle, uterus, ovary, skin, eye, or peripheral presynaptic sympathetic nerve 

terminals (Galiègue et al., 1995; Ishac et al., 1996; Pertwee, 2001; Maccarone et al., 

2016; Zou and Kumar, 2018). They are also in mitochondria of skeletal muscles 

(gastrocnemius and rectus abdominis) and myocardium (Mendizabal-Zubiaga et al., 

2016) whose activation by THC reduces mitochondria-coupled respiration (Mendizabal-

Zubiaga et al., 2016).  

The eCB system through CB1 receptors activation exerts important functions in 

the CNS. For instance, retrograde inhibition of neurotransmitter release (Alger, 2002; 

Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Marsicano and Lutz, 2006; Heifets and Castillo, 2009; Kano et 

al., 2009), control of neuronal excitability (Marsicano et al., 2003), regulation of various 

forms of short and long term synaptic plasticity (Gerdeman and Lovinger, 2003; 

Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Marsicano and Lutz, 2006; Heifets and Castillo, 2009; Kano et 

al., 2009, Puente et al., 2011), neuron-astrocyte communication (Navarre and Araque, 

2008, 2010), proliferation of neuronal progenitors and neurogenesis induced by 
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excitotoxic insults (Aguado et al., 2005, 2007), control of neuronal survival (Galve-

Roperh et al., 2008, 2009). 

           2.2.1.2 CB2 Receptor 

The CB2R is mostly expressed in immune system and modulates immune cell 

migration and cytokine release both outside and within the brain (Pertwee, 2005). 

Furthermore, CB2Rs are also expressed in the heart, bone, endothelium, pancreas, liver 

and testicle (Zou and Kumar, 2018). 

2.2.1.3 Other endocannabinoid receptors  

There are another receptors mediating the effects of eCBs (Pertwee, 2015), such 

as the Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) Vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) activated by AEA  

(Maccarrone et al., 2008; De Petrocellis and Di Marzo, 2009b; Tóth et al., 2009; 

Alhouayek et al., 2014; Rossi et al., 2015). Many of the TRP channels can be regulated 

by phospholipase C (PLC)-generated products such as diacylglycerol (DAG) (Hardie, 

2007; Zygmunt et al., 2013), which is metabolized by DAG lipase (DAGL) leading to 2-

AG production (Freund et al., 2003). When 2-AG suffers a spontaneous acylmigration to 

yield 1-arachidonoylglycerol (1-AG), the balance between the effects on TRPV1 and 

CB1R change in systems that contain both receptors. This fact occurs because the CB1R, 

in contrast to TRPV1, is not activated by 1-AG (Sugiura et al., 2006; Zygmunt et al., 

2013) (Figure 2). Other receptors are the Transient Receptor Potential Ankyrin 1 

(TRPA1) (De Petrocellis et al., 2008), Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor α 

(PPAR-α)( (Sun et al., 2006; Alhouayek et al., 2014) and the non CB1/CB2 G protein-

coupled receptor 55 (GPR55) (Ryberg et al., 2007). 
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2.2.2  Compounds and metabolism of endocannabinoids  

The two best characterized endocannabinoids are AEA and 2-AG. Both eCBs are 

synthesized and released on demand (Alger, 2012; Castillo et al., 2012). Hence, their 

endogenous levels determine the magnitude and duration of CB1R stimulation 

(Guggenhuber et al., 2016). These eCBs are synthesized from phospholipid precursors, 

such as phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) for AEA and phosphatidylinositol (PI) for 2-AG, 

in the postsynaptic membrane and generate a retrograde eCB signaling. This retrograde 

signaling activates presynaptic CB1Rs to reduce neurotransmitter release. The 

biosynthesis of AEA and 2-AG could be Ca2+-dependent and independent (Kano et al., 

2009; Castillo et al., 2012; Ohno-Shosaku and Kano, 2014). Furthermore, the main 

enzymes that degrade AEA (fatty acid amide hydrolase, FAAH) and 2-AG 

(monoacylglycerol lipase, MAGL) are localized in different subcellular sites, suggesting 

different signaling mechanisms for AEA and 2-AG (Cravatt et al., 1996; Cristino et al., 

2008; Kano et al., 2009).  

The AEA is a partial agonist of CB1R and CB2R, and a full agonist of TRPV1. N-

arachidonoyl phosphatidylethanolamine-hydrolyzing phospholipase D (NAPE-PLD) is 

Figure 2: Illustration of the contribution of 2-AG and 1-AG to PLC-dependent activation of 
TRPV1. Collected from Zygmunt et al., 2013. 
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the principal biosynthesis enzyme for AEA (Kano, 2014). However, AEA can also be 

produced in a NAPE-PLD-independent manner (Okamoto et al., 2007; Kano, 2014).  

The 2-AG is a full agonist of CB1R and CB2R having a brain concentration higher 

than AEA (Sugiura et al., 2006; Kano, 2014).  2-AG acts in concert with protein kinase C 

(PKC) and other PLC-dependent signaling pathways to fine-tune TRPV1 channel activity 

(Zygmunt et al., 2013). As already mentioned briefly, the main biosynthetic pathway for 

2-AG is the formation from membrane PI through the PLC-β and DAGL. The PLC-β can 

be activated by various G protein-coupled receptors, such as type-1 metabotropic 

glutamate receptors (mGluR1 and mGluR5). The PLC-β synthesizes DAG from PI. This 

new messenger regulates PKC activity but is also the substrate of diacylglycerol kinase 

(Piomelli, 2013). There are two DAGL isoforms, DAGLα and DAGLβ (Bisogno et al., 

2003). DAGLα is expressed postsynaptically, in particular at the spine head and neck, as 

well as in dendrites (Katona et al., 2006; Uchigashima et al., 2007; Kano, 2014; Reguero 

et al., 2014). The MAGL enzyme is presynaptic and hydrolyzes 2-AG to arachidonic acid 

and glycerol (Ahn et al., 2008; Piomelli, 2013). Additionally, there are other 2-AG 

hydrolyzing enzymes (ABHD6 and ABHD12) localized in postsynaptic loci (Figure 3). 
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The eCB system participates in the short-term regulation of inhibitory and 

excitatory synapses through retrograde signaling mechanisms. This phenomenon is 

named depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (DSI) and depolarization-

Figure 3: Illustration of retrograde endocannabinoid system. The neurotransmitter release (i.e: 
glutamate and GABA) causes a postsynaptic depolarization. This fact generated an increase of the 
intracellular Ca2+ levels through activation of AMPA, NMDA receptors and/or Gq-coupled receptors 
(i.e mgluR1/5) and voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. The elevation of intracellular Ca2+ increases the 
eCB biosynthesis. The eCBs as retrograde messengers activate the CB1R presynaptic. This fact 
leads to the suppression of neurotransmitter release from the presynaptic terminal, the inhibition of 
postsynaptic Ca2+ Channels and the activation of postsynaptic K+ Channels. Red line: Inhibitory 
process. Blue line: Activation process. Black line: Enzymatic process. Question mark: Unknown 
process. Modified from Morena et al., 2016. 
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induced suppression of excitation (DSE) that are mediated by the release of GABA and 

glutamate, respectively (Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Kodirov et al., 2010; Senst and Bains, 

2014). Moreover, the eCB system also participates in long-term synaptic plasticity. Thus, 

retrograde signaling mediated by eCBs has been related to the phenomenon named 

long-term depression (LTD). LTD requires postsynaptic activation of mGluR5 and 

increase in postsynaptic calcium (Robbe et al., 2002). The DSI, DSE and LTD induced 

by eCBs have been characterized in different brain areas (hippocampus, amygdala, 

cortex, nucleus accumbens, bed nucleus stria terminalis (BNST) or cerebellum) and play 

a role in memory formation associated with experience (Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Heifets 

and Castillo, 2009; Kano et al., 2009; Puente et al., 2011). 

 

2.3 Stress and endocannabinoid signaling in the hippocampus 

Stress is an adaptive response of the organism to real or perceived threat in the 

environment (i.e. stressful stimuli) aimed at restoring the homeostasis (McEwen, 2007). 

Physiological and psychological stressors are identified; the latter could also result in 

physical demands such as release of energy reservoirs to provide survival, explaining 

why both stressors could elicit similar stress responses (Micale and Drago, 2018). 

Furthermore, the earliest responses to stress are neural, occur within seconds of the 

stress and involve many neurotransmitters such as serotonin, adrenaline, noradrenaline, 

glutamate and GABA (Lutz et al., 2015). 

 There are two types of response to stressors: activation of the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis (see 1.3.1 below), and activation of the sympathetic-

adrenergic system. The latter system leads to the release of epinephrine and 

norepinephrine into the blood stream that is taken as an index of the autonomic response 

(Micale and Drago, 2018). The brain regions implicated in the integration and processing 

of distinct stressors are different. Thus, limbic areas such as the prefrontal cortex (PFC), 
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amygdala and hippocampus are strongly involved in the interpretation of psychological 

stressors (Herman et al., 2005), while mid-hindbrain regions (raphe nuclei and locus 

coeruleus), seem to participate in responses to physiological stressors (Herman et al., 

2003; Micale and Drago, 2018).  

2.3.1 Stress and HPA axis 

 Responses to stressors involve the activation of the HPA system. The HPA 

system is the primary neuroendocrine axis responsible for mediating the hormonal 

response to stressors (Sapolsky et al., 2000; Herman et al., 2003). Several studies 

suggest that the eCBs reduce the HPA axis activation and facilitate appropriate stress 

recovery (Patel et al., 2004, 2009; Balsevich et al., 2017). 

During stress exposure, neurons in the paraventricular nuclei (PVN) of the 

hypothalamus secrete corticotrophin-release-hormone (CRH) which stimulates the 

secretion of adreno-corticotropin hormone (ACTH) from the pituitary gland to the blood 

stream. In turn, ACTH stimulates the production and secretion of glucocorticoids in the 

adrenal cortical gland (cortisol in humans and corticosterone in rodents) (Scarante et al., 

2017; Micale and Drago, 2018) (Figure 4). 

Although the fast-feedback mechanisms of corticosterone are not fully 

understood, it seems that endocannabinoids are involved in the HPA regulation through 

G-protein coupled glucocorticoid receptors in the PVN (Di et al., 2003; Malcher-Lopes et 

al., 2006).  

2.3.2 Endocannabinoid system and the HPA axis 

The hippocampal projections to the PVN participate in the negative feedback 

regulation of the HPA axis. The CB1R-mediated reduction in glutamate release is 

responsible for the glucocorticoid-feedback regulation of the HPA axis (Di et al., 2003). 

In stress conditions, the 2-AG synthesis elicited by hippocampal glucocorticoid receptors 
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leads to a glutamatergic disinhibition through the activation of CB1Rs located in 

GABAergic interneurons (Hill et al., 2010; Balsevich et al., 2017; Scarante et al., 2017).  

The CB1R expression is high in limbic regions (i.e. hippocampus, amygdala and 

PFC) and low in subcortical regions (i.e. the BNST, PVN, mid-hindbrain regions) involved 

in HPA axis regulation (Herkenham et al., 1990, 1991; Wittmann et al., 2007; Senst and 

Bains, 2014; Puente et al., 2011). Both CB1R and CRH mRNAs co-localize in the PVN 

(Cota et al., 2003) as well as in the amygdala, PFC and BNST (Cota et al., 2007). Thus, 

the presynaptic CB1R receptor signaling might regulate the CRH release in limbic 

structures. In addition, CB1Rs and both 2-AG and AEA are present in the intermediate 

and anterior lobes of the pituitary gland (Herkenham et al., 1991; Pagotto et al., 2001; 

Wittmann et al., 2007); CB1Rs are also expressed in the adrenal gland (Ziegler et al., 

2010).   
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The CB1 receptor antagonism leads to corticosterone increase indicating that the 

eCB system controls basal HPA activity (Patel et al., 2004; Sens and Bains, 2014). 

Furthermore, the enhancement of the eCB signaling decreases the corticosterone 

secretion induced by stress, as a result of the eCB effect on CRH neurons to dampen 

neurotransmitter release. Likewise, CB1R blockade causes a potentiation of 

corticosterone release following HPA activation (Evanson et al., 2010). Moreover, the 

HPA stimulation and the subsequent corticosterone release directly influences eCB-

Figure 4: Scheme of the HPA axis. Hippocampal endocannabinoid-mediated signaling participates in the 
negative feedback of HPA axis. The secretion of corticotrophin-released-hormone (CRH) by the 
hypothalamic paraventricular nuclei (PVN) under stressful conditions, stimulates adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH) production in the pituitary which in turn elicits glucocorticoid (i.e. corticosterone) release 
from the adrenal gland. The PVN receives projections the hippocampus that participates in the 
glucocorticoid-mediated negative feedback inhibition of the HPA axis. The activation of glucocorticoid 
receptors in the hippocampus induces 2-AG synthesis which activates CB1R in GABAergic interneurons 
leading to disinhibition of glutamatergic neurons. These neurons excite GABAergic neurons in the PVN 
inhibiting CRH release and stopping the stress response. Modified from Scarante et al., 2017. 
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mediated retrograde signaling; thus, acute and chronic stress factors facilitate or inhibit 

different eCB-mediated outcomes in adolescent rodents (Wamsteeker et al., 2010; 

Crosby and Bains, 2012). Also, eCB synthesis triggered by glucocorticoid receptors 

activation in PNCs following acute stress or glucocorticoid administration (i.e. 

corticosterone) decreases HPA axis hyperactivity (Di et al., 2003; Hill et al., 2010; Sens 

and Bains, 2014). Overall, the state-of-the-art of this Thesis work shows the decisive role 

of the endocannabinoids and CB1 receptors in the regulation of HPA axis.  

 

2.4 Hippocampal formation 

The hippocampal formation (HF) in rodents is a C-shaped structure positioned in 

the posterior half of the hemisphere. The HF features the dentate gyrus (DG), the 

Ammon´s horn (which is subdivided into CA1, CA2 and CA3-CA4) and the subiculum. 

The parahippocampal region lies adjacent to the hippocampal formation and comprises 

five sub-regions: perirhinal cortex, entorhinal cortex (EC), postentorhinal cortex, 

presubiculum and parasubiculum (Schultz and Engelhardt, 2014; Boccara et al., 2015; 

Cappaert et al., 2015) (Figure 5). 
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The HF is part of the limbic system controlled by hormonal influence (McEwen 

and Alves, 1999; McEwen, 2002) and plays an essential role in learning, memory and 

mood regulation. Moreover, mood disorders (depression and anxiety) and Alzheimer´s 

disease relate to alterations in the HF.  

2.4.1 Dentate gyrus and perforant path 

The dentate gyrus is an integral portion of the HF. This region comprises three 

layers: molecular layer, granule cell layer and hilus or polymorph layer (Amaral et al., 

2007; Boccara et al., 2015; Cappaert et al., 2015).  

Many of the connections of the HF are unidirectional. The hippocampus has a tri-

synaptic circuit consisting of three glutamatergic connections between the DG and the 

Figure 5: Illustration of the hippocampal formation and the parahippocampal gyrus. DG: 
Dentate gyrus. CA1-3: Hippocampus (Ammon´s horn). Sub: Subiculum. PrS: Presubiculum. PaS: 
Parasubiculum. MEC: Medial entorhinal cortex. LEC: Lateral entorhinal cortex. A35 and A36: 
Perirhinal cortical area. The cortical layers are indicated by Roman numerals. dist: distal. encl: 
enclosed blade of the DG. exp: exposed blade of the DG. gl: granule cell layer. luc: stratum lucidum. 
ml: molecular layer. or: stratum oriens. pyr: pyramidal cell layer. rad: stratum radiatum. slm: stratum 
lacunosum-moleculare.  Collected from Cappaert et al., 2015. 
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fields CA3 and CA1 of the Ammon´s horn (Amaral and Witter, 1989).  The EC provides 

the mayor excitatory input to the DG through the perforant pathway composed of the 

axons of layer II stellate cells and layer III pyramidal neurons. This glutamatergic 

projection innervates the granule cell dendritic spines distributed in the outer two-thirds 

of the DML; namely, the lateral and medial EC innervate the outer 1/3 and the middle 

1/3 in a highly topographied fashion forming the lateral perforant path (LPP) and the 

medial perforant path (MPP), respectively (Amaral et al., 2008). The dentate granule 

cells in turn give rise to their axons, the mossy fibers which send collaterals onto the 

mossy cells in the dentate polymorphic layer. Mossy fibers terminate in the stratum 

lucidum innervating the CA3 pyramidal neurons. In turn, the axons of the CA3 pyramidal 

neurons form the Schaffer collaterals that innervate the ipsilateral CA1 pyramidal 

neurons (Amaral et al., 2008) whose axons project into the subicular complex and then 

back to the EC, thus completing the local excitatory loop (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

Figure 6: The hippocampal formation in the mouse.  Perforant path scheme. 1: Axonal 
projections from layer II of the entorhinal cortex (EC) go to the dentate molecular layer and to the 
CA3 stratum lacunosum-moleculare. Layer III projections terminate in the CA1 and the subiculum. 
2: The granule cell axons from the mossy fibers that terminate in the dentate polymorphic layer 
and in the CA3 stratum lucidum. 3: The CA3 pyramidal neurons send the Schaffer collaterals to 
the ipsilateral CA1. 4: CA1 pyramidal neurons project to the subiculum. Modified from Amaral et 
al., 2008. 
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3.1 Working Hypothesis 

The brain is the most sensitive organ to stress and is responsible for generating 

adaptations to social and physical stressors. In mammals, the amygdala, prefrontal 

cortex, hippocampus and hippothalamus are activated in response to the threat of 

homeostasis alteration. The activity of the eCB system participates in behavioral 

responses to stress, fear and anxiety in a highly specific and localized manner. Of 

particular importance is the transmission of stress information to the amygdala, where a 

reference to previous experiences takes place through the crosstalk with the medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and hippocampus (Bishop, 2008; Roozendaal et al., 2009; 

Hermans et al., 2014a; Likhtik and Paz, 2015; Lutz et al., 2015). The amygdala-cortical-

hippocampal circuit is relevant for almost every neurobehavioral response to 

psychological stress (McEwen, 2012). Particularly, the hypocamppus is critically involved 

in many forms of learning and memory as well as emotional and stress processing 

(Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Romeo, 2017).  

Sustained stress affects neuronal communication and alters neuronal circuits in 

an attempt to adapt these circuits to the changes caused. The adolescence is especially 

sensitive to stress. However, despite this period of life is a vital stage with numerous 

structural, functional and behavioral changes, research has mostly focused on the effects 

of stress in synaptic plasticity and brain circuits during earlier and later periods of life 

(McCormick and Mathews, 2010; Eiland and Romeo, 2013). 

 Based on this, we hypothesized that the acute and chronic stress during the 

adolescence should elicit important molecular, anatomical and physiological alterations 

in the eCB system, consequently disrupting synaptic plasticity that holds a negative 

impact on behavior. 
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3.2 Objectives 

The general goal of my Doctoral Thesis was to investigate the effects of acute 

and chronic restraint stress during adolescence on the molecular organization of the eCB 

system, synaptic plasticity and behavior. To carry out this investigation, we developed 

an interdisciplinary strategy that combined biochemical, morphological, 

electrophysiological and behavioral techniques applied to the hippocampal dentate gyrus 

of healthy and stress mice.  

The specific objectives of the Doctoral Thesis were to: 

1. Determine the anatomical distribution of CB1 receptors in the dentate MPP 

synapses after acute and chronic restraint stress. 

2. Quantify the levels of 2-AG in the hippocampus of stressed mice relative to 

control. 

3. Characterize the excitatory synaptic transmission after CB1 receptor activation at 

the MPP synapses of adolescent mice exposed to acute and chronic restraint 

stress.  

4. Investigate the excitatory long-term depression mediated by activation of MPP 

CB1 receptors after acute and chronic restraint stress.  

5. Compare the CB1 receptor expression and receptor efficiency in hippocampi of 

stress versus control mice.  

6. Study the effects of restraint stress on the adolescent behavior. 
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4.1. Research animals and stress protocols 

Male Swiss mice (35 to 42 days old) were used in all experiments. They were 

housed on a 12:12 light-dark cycle, with food and water ad libitum and were transferred 

to the behavioral testing room at least 30 minutes (min) before the test to acclimatize. 

The protocols for animal care and use were approved by the Committee of Ethics for 

Animal Welfare of the University of the Basque Country (CEEA M20-2015-093) and were 

in accordance to the European Communities Council Directive of 22nd September 2010 

(2010/63/EU) and Spanish regulations (Real Decreto 53/2013, BOE 08-02-2013). Great 

efforts were made in order to minimize the number and suffering of the animals used. 

4.1.1. Acute Restraint Stress Test 

The acute stress procedure was performed between 9 and 11 am. The animals 

were restrained for 2 hours (h) during 1 day in well ventilated single bags (Ref: 629444, 

Harvard Apparatus Bags. USA) (Zimprich et al., 2014; Bali et al., 2015). They were 

anesthetized right after and processed for biochemical, anatomical or ex vivo 

electrophysiological experiments (Fig. 7A). 

4.1.2. Chronic Restraint Stress Test 

The procedure started between 9 to 11 am. The mice were restrained for 1h 

during 10 consecutive days in well ventilated single bags (Ref: 629444, Harvard 

Apparatus Bags. USA) (Patel, 2010; Sumislawski et al., 2011). They were anesthetized 

right after and processed for biochemical, anatomical or ex vivo electrophysiological 

experiments (Fig. 7B). 
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4.2. Behavioral Test 

4.2.1. Elevated plus-maze 

The elevated plus-maze test assesses unconditioned anxiety-like behaviors in 

rodents (Lister 1987). The apparatus consisted of two open arms (30 X 5 cm), two 

enclosed arms (30 X 5 cm) and a connecting central platform (5 X 5 cm). The device 

was elevated 38.5 cm from the ground (Tordera et al., 2007). The mouse was placed in 

the center of the maze with the head facing a close arm, and allowed to move freely for 

5 min under dimly light conditions (10 lx). During the test, the following parameters were 

Fig 7: Graphical illustrations of the acute (A) and chronic (B) restraint stress protocols  
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recorded: time spent in open arms, time in crossroad and time of latency. The arm entry 

was defined as a mouse having entered with the four paws into it. 

The test was as follows: 

1. After stress in the behavioral room the animals rated 5 min before carrying out 

the test to avoid false negatives.  

2.  The mice were put in the cross of the maze facing to the enclosed arm and 

allowed to move freely for 5 min. The time latency was measured (time spent by 

the mice in the cross for the first time). 

3. The apparatus was cleaned with ethanol and water after each test. 

 

4.3 Antibodies and Drugs 

4.3.1 Antibodies 

Specific antibodies were used in combination with an immunoperoxidase method 

for light microscopy (LM) and a pre-embedding silver intensified immunogold technique 

for electron microscopy (EM). They were also applied for western blotting (WB). 

The primary antibodies were: 

- Anti-CB1: The sequence of the immunizing peptide used to generate the 

antibody corresponded with the last 31 amino acids of the C-terminus of the 

mouse CB1 receptor (NM007726), as provided by the manufacturer (NCBI 

Reference Sequence: NP_031752.1; 443-473 amino acid residues: 

MHRAAESCIKSTVKIAKVTMSVSTDTSAEAL) (Antibody´s data sheet, Frontier 

Science co. Ltd, USA). The specificity of the CB1 receptor antibody was assessed 
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in previous publications (Reguero et al., 2011; Mendizabal-Zubiaga et al., 2016; 

Gutierrez-Rodriguez et al., 2017, 2018; Bonilla-Del Rίo et al., 2017; Puente et al., 

2019). Furthermore, a single protein band at 52KDa was detected by 

immunoblotting that corresponds with the predicted molecular weight of the CB1 

receptor. 

- Anti-TRPV1:  The sequence of the immunizing peptide used to generate the 

antibody was near the amino terminus of VR1 of rat origin (VR1 (P-19),sc-12498, 

Santa Cruz Biotechnology) (Antibody´s data sheet, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology,USA). The specificity of the TRPV1 receptor antibody was 

validated in previous studies (Puente et al., 2015; Canduela et al, 2015). 

- Anti-DAGL-α: The antibody recognizes a 105 or 120 KDa protein band in 

immunoblots from hippocampal and cerebellar membranes, respectively 

(Yoshida et al., 2006; Uchigashima et al., 2007; Puente et al., 2011; Reguero et 

al., 2014). (Antibody´s data sheet, Frontier Science co. Ltd, USA). 

- Anti-MAGL: The sequence used to raise the antibody (C-QDLPHLVNADGQY) 

corresponded to the internal 17-29 amino acids of the human monoacylglycerol 

lipase sequence (NP_009214.1; NP_001003794.1). This antibody recognizes 

both reported isoforms (NP_009214.1 and NP_001003794.1) (Antibody´s data 

sheet, Abcam, USA). 

- Anti-PLCβ: The sequence of the immunizing peptide corresponded with 4-159 

amino acids of the rat phospholipase Cβ1 N-terminal. The antibody detects a 

single band of 150 KDa by immunoblotting (Antibody´s data sheet, BD 

Transduction Laboratories). 

- Anti-Β-actin: the monoclonal anti β-actin (mouse IgG1 isotype) was obtained 

from the AC-15 hybridoma. The antibody recognizes an epitope located on the 

N-terminal end of the actin β-isoform and specifically labels a β-actin band (42 

KDa) in a wide variety of tissues and species (Antibody´s data sheet, Sigma 

Aldrich). 
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The secondary antibodies were: 

- Nano-gold anti-goat: Fab' fraction of an IgG produced in rabbit and labeled with 

a 1.4nm-diameter gold particle (Nanoprobes Inc., Yaphank, NY, USA). 

- Biotinylated anti-goat: biotinylated IgG (H + L) yielded in horse (Vector 

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA). 

 

 

 

Antibody Manufacturer Host Concentration/ 
Dilution 

 IHQ Method 

CB1 Frontier 

Science 

Goat 2 µg/ml LM, EM, 

WB 

TRPV1 Frontier 

Science 

Goat 1:50 LM 

DGL-α Frontier 

Science 

Rabbit 1:1000 WB 

MAGL Abcam Goat 1:1000 WB 

PLCβ BD 

Transduction 

Laboratories 

Rabbit 1:8000 WB 

Actin Sigma Aldrich Mouse 1:50000 WB 

Table1: Primary antibodies used. LM: Light microscopy. EM: Electron microscopy. WB: Western Blot. 
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4.3.2 Drugs 

 Agonists, antagonists and inhibitors of different compounds of the eCB system 

and calcium channel blockers were used for electrophysiology. All drugs were purchased 

from Tocris Bioscience (Table 2): 

- AM251: N-(Piperidin-1-yl)-5-(4-iodophenyl)-1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-4-methyl-1 H-

pyrazole-3-carboxamide is a potent CB1 receptor antagonist. (C22H21Cl2N4O). 

- AMG9810: (2E)-N-(2,3-Dihydro-1,4-benzodioxin-6-yl)-3-[4-(1,1-

dimethylethyl)phenyl]-2-propenamide is a potent, selective and competitive 

TRPV1 receptor antagonist  (C21H23NO3). 

- CGP55845 hydrochloride: (2S)-3-[[(1S)-1-(3,4-Dichlorophenyl)ethyl]amino-2-

hydroxypropyl](phenylmethyl)phosphinic acid hydrochloride is a potent and 

selective GABAB receptor antagonist which prevents agonist binding and inhibits 

GABA and glutamate release (C18H22Cl2NO3P.HCl). 

- CP55,940: The (-)-cis-3-[2- Hydroxy-4-(1,1-dimethylheptyl)phenyl]-trans-4-(3-

hydroxypropyl)cyclohexanol is a cannabinoid receptor agonist which is 

considerably more potent than Δ9-THC (C24H40O3.1/2H2O). 

Antibody Manufacturer Host Concentration/ 
Dilution 

 IHQ Method 

Nanogold 

anti-goat 

Nanoprobes Rabbit 1:100  EM 

Biotinylated 

anti-goat 

Vector 

Laboratories 

Horse 1:200 LM 

Table 2: Secondary antibodies used. LM: Light microscopy. EM: Electron microscopy. 
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- D-APV: The D-2 Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid is a potent NMDA 

antagonist (C5H12NO5P). 

- JZL184: The 4-[Bis(1,3-benzodioxol-5-yl)hydroxymethyl]-1-piperidinecarboxylic 

acid 4-nitrophenyl ester is a potent and selective MAGL inhibitor (C27H24N2O9). 

- MPEP hydrochloride (MPEP): The 2-Methyl-6-(phenylethynyl) pyridine 

hydrochloride is a potent and highly selective non-competitive antagonist of the 

mGlu5 receptor and a positive allosteric modulator of the mGlu4 receptor 

(C14H11N.HCl). 

- Nimodipine: T1,4-Dihydro-2,6-dimethyl-4-(3-nitrophenyl)-3,5-

pyridinedicarboxylic acid 2-methyloxyethyl 1-methylethyl ester is a L-type Ca2+ 

channel blocker (C21H26N2O7).  

- Picrotoxin: It is a GABAA receptor antagonist (C30H34O13). 

- RHC80267: O,O´-[1,6-Hexanediylbis (iminocarbonyl)] dioxime cyclohexanone is 

a DAGL inhibitor and a weak phospholipases C and A2 inhibitor (C20H34N4O4). 

- URB597: The cyclohexylcarbamic acid 3´-(Aminocarbonyl)-[1,1´-biphenyl]-3-yl 

ester is a potent and selective FAAH inhibitor (C20H22N2O3.1/4H2O). 

 

Drugs Concentration Property Manufacturer 

AM251 4 µM CB1R antagonist Tocris 

Bioscience 

AMG9810 3 µM TRPV1 antagonist Tocris 

Bioscience 

CGP55845 5 µM GABAB antagonist Tocris 

Bioscience 
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CP55,940 10 µM CB1R agonist Tocris 

Bioscience 

DL-APV 100 µM NMDA antagonist Tocris 

Bioscience 

JZL184 50 µM MAGL inhibitor Tocris 

Bioscience 

MPEP 50 µM mGluR5 antagonist Tocris 

Bioscience 

Nimodipine 1 μM L-type Ca2+ 

channel blocker 

Tocris 

Bioscience 

PTX 100 µM GABAA antagonist Tocris 

Bioscience 

RHC80267 100 µM DAGL inhibitor Tocris 

Bioscience 

URB597 2 µM FAAH inhibitor Tocris 

Bioscience 

Table 3: List of drugs used in the study. 
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4.4. Biochemical Technique 

4.4.1. Corticosterone Levels 

Corticosterone is the aldosterone precursor produced in response to stimulation 

of the adrenal cortex by ACTH. Corticosterone is the major stress steroid produced in 

non-human mammals, therefore, it is one of the most effective indicators of stress.   

Corticosterone levels were measured as follows: 

1. Blood was collected (~ 500μl) from the trunk or the heart and kept into 1 mL 

tubes containing EDTA (BD Microtainer K2E Tubes, US). 

2. Blood samples we centrifuged at 2000g for 10 min at 4ºC (Ota  et al., 2015) in 

a Heraeus Fresco 21 centrifuge. 

3. Plasma was collected in 1 mL eppendorfs. 

4. The EIA Kit was used (KO14-H5, Arbor Assays, Michigan, USA) to measure 

corticosterone in plasma. 

5. Measurement of the chemiluminescent signal was done with Synergy H4 

Hybrid Reader, Biotek. 

6. Final corticosterone concentration was calculated with MyAssaysTM online tool. 

 

4.4.2. Hippocampal membrane preparation and protein determination 

Samples for western blots and [35S] GTPγS binding assays were processed in 

the following way: 
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1. Mice were anesthetized with isofluorane and decapitated. 

2. The hippocampi were removed and immediately were frozen with liquid nitrogen 

and stored at -80ºC until used. 

3. Hippocampal membranes (P2 fraction) were used for western blotting and [35S] 

GTPγS binding assays. 

4.  Hippocampal tissue was thawed in ice-cold 20 mMTris-HCl, pH 7,4, containing 

1 mM EGTA (Tris/EGTA buffer) prior to homogenization. 

5. Membranes were obtained by centrifugation at 40000g for 30 min at 4ºC. Next, 

the pellet was re-suspended and re-centrifuged under the same conditions. 

6. The pellets were aliquoted in microcentrifuge tubes, centrifuged and stored at -

75ºC prior to use. Protein content was determined using the Bio-Rad dye reagent 

with bovine γ-globulin as standard. 

 

4.4.2.1. Western blot technique 

           Hippocampal concentration of CB1R, G-protein α subunits, MAGL, DAGL and 

PLC was measured. The experiments were performed as previously described with 

minor modifications (Garro et al., 2001; López de Jesús et al., 2006a,b; Montaña et al., 

2012): 

1. P2 fractions of hippocampal membranes were boiled in urea-denaturing buffer 20 

mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 12% glycerol, 12% Urea, 5% dithiothreitol, 2% sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 0.01% bromophenol blue] for 5 min. 
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2. Increasing amounts of denatured proteins were resolved by electrophoresis on 

SDS–polyacrylamide (SDS–PAGE) gels (10%) using the Mini Protean II gel 

apparatus (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). 

3. Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes 

(Amersham Bioscience, Buckinghamshire, UK) using the Mini TransBlot transfer 

unit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) at 90 V constant voltage for 1 h at 4ºC. 

4. Blots were blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk/phosphate buffered saline containing 

0.5% BSA and 0.2% Tween for 1 h, and incubated overnight at 4ºC with CB1R 

antibodies, or antibodies against different Gαi/o subunits subtypes ( sc-387 (Gαo), 

sc-391 (Gαi1), sc-7276 (Gαi2), sc-262 (Gαi3);  Santa Cruz Biotechnology). 

5. Blots were washed and incubated with specific horseradish peroxidase 

conjugated secondary antibodies diluted 1:10,000 in blocking buffer for 2 h at 

room temperature (RT). 

6. Immunoreactive bands were incubated with the ECL system according to the 

manufacturer instructions (Amersham Bioscience, Buckinghamshire, UK). 

 

4.4.2.2. [35S] GTPγS binding assays 

  The [35S] GTPγS binding assays were performed according to the procedure 

described elsewhere (Barrondo and Sallés, 2009; Casado et al, 2010): 

1. Hippocampal membranes (25µg protein) were thawed, and incubated at 30ºC 

for 2 h in [35S] GTPγS-incubation buffer (0.5 nM [35 S] GTPγS, 1 mM EGTA, 3 

mM MgCl2 , 100 mM NaCl, 0,2 mM DTT, 50 µM GDP, and 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

7.4). 
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2. Receptor-stimulated [35S] GTPγS binding was determined by adding CP55940 

at eight different concentrations between 10-11 – 10-5 M. Nonspecific binding 

was measured in the presence of 10 μM unlabeled GTPγS. Basal binding was 

established as the specific [35S] GTPγS binding in the absence of agonist. 

3. Rapid vacuum and filtration ended through Whatman GF/C glass fiber filters. 

The remaining bound radioactivity was measured by liquid scintillation 

spectrophotometry. 

 

 For data analysis, individual CP55940 concentration-response curves were fitted 

by nonlinear regression to the four parameter Hill equation: 

 

 

 

Where E is the effect, log [A] the logarithm of the concentration of agonist, nH the 

midpoint slope, LogEC50 the logarithm of the midpoint location parameter, and Emax 

and basal the upper and lower asymptotes, respectively. When required, simultaneous 

model-fitting with parameter-sharing across datasets was performed using PRISM 5.0. 

 

 

 

 

 

E = Basal + Emax-Basal/1+ 10 (LogEC50-Log [A]) nH 
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4.4.2.3. Measurement of endogenous 2-AG by liquid chromatography 

tandem/mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) in the hippocampus 

The determination of the endogenous 2-AG was carried out as described by 

Schulte et al. (2012) with minor modifications (Zhang et al., 2010; García del Caño et al., 

2015): 

 

1. Hippocampal samples were stored at -80ºC until extraction. 

2. Samples (25mg wet weight) were put into borosilicate tubes. The tubes contained 

0.5 mL ice-cold 0.1M formic acid.  

3. They were homogenized with a 5 mm-steel ball using the Digital Sonifier (Model 

S250 Branson, USA) for 1 cycle of 10 s at 10% amplitude. 

4. Aliquots with 50 μl of homogenate were placed into silized microcentrifuge tubes 

containing ice-cold 0.1M formic acid. 

5. Homogenates were spiked with 20 μL acetonitrile containing the internal 

standard [deuterated 2-AG-d5 (final concentration 100nM), deuterated 1-AG-d5 

(final concentration 100 nM) and 10 μL of 2-AG natural form at the adequate 

concentration, to give a final volume of 500 μL. 

6. Hippocampal homogenates were extracted with ethylacetate/hexane (1000 μL; 

9:1, v/v) and the aid of the digital sonifier for 1 cycle of 10 s at 10% amplitude. 

7. The tubes were centrifuged at 10.000 g for 10 min at 4ºC and the upper (organic) 

phase was removed, evaporated to dryness under a gentle stream of nitrogen at 

37ºC and re-dissolved in 500 μL acetonitrile. 

 

 The analysis was performed on a LC-MS/MS system based on Agilent 

technologies (Wilmington) consisting of a 6410 Triple Quad mass spectrometer 

equipped with an electrospray ionization source operating in positive ion mode and a 

1200-series binary pump system, as previously described (Zhang et al., 2010; Schulte 
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et al., 2012; García del Caño et al., 2015). 2-AG was separated with a Phenomenex 

Luna 2.5 μm C18(2)-HST column, 100 x 2 mm, combined with a Security Guard pre-

column (C18, 4x2 mm; Phenomenex) with solvents A (0.1% formic acid in 20:80 

acetonitrile/water, v/v) and B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile), using the following 

gradient: 55-90% B (0-2 min), then held at 90% B (2-7.5 min) and re-equilibrated at 55% 

B (7.5-10 min). The column temperature was 25ºC, the flow rate was 0.3 mL/min, the 

injection volume was 10μL and the needle was rinsed for 60 seconds (s) using a flushport 

with water/acetonitrile (80:20) as the eluent. The electrospray ionization interface was 

operated using nitrogen as nebulizer and desolvation gas, and using the following 

settings: temperature 350 ºC, nebulizer pressure 40 psi, and capillary voltage + 4800 V. 

The following precursors to product ion transitions were used for multiple-reaction 

monitoring (MRM): 2-AG and 1-AG m/z 379.4 287; 2-AG-d5 and 1-AG-d5 m/z 384

287, respectively. Dwell times were 20 ms; pause between MRM transitions was 5 ms. 

Data acquisition and analysis were performed using Mass Hunter Software. 

 

4.5. Immunohistochemical Procedures  

4.5.1. Tissue processing 

The stress protocols for animal care and use were approved by the appropriate 

Committee at the University of the Basque Country (M30-2015-094). Furthermore, the 

animal experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with the European 

Communities Council Directive 2010/63/UE and current Spanish legislation (RD 53/2013 

and Ley 6/2013). Great efforts were done to minimize the number and suffering of the 

animals used. 
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4.5.2. Transcardially perfusion of the animals 

1. Mice (at least 3 animals per group) were deeply anesthetized by intraperitoneal 

injection of ketamine/xylazine (80/10 mg/kg body weight).  

2. They were transcardially perfused at RT (20-25ºC) with phosphate buffered 

saline (0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4) for 20 s, followed by the fixative solution made up 

of 4% formaldehyde (freshly depolymerized from paraformaldehyde), 0.2% 

picric acid, and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer (0.1 M PB, pH 7.4) 

for 10-15 min.  

3. Brains were carefully removed from the skull and post-fixed in the fixative 

solution for approximately 1 week at 4 ºC.  

4. Then, brains were stored at 4 ºC in 1:10 diluted fixative solution plus 0.025% 

sodium azide at 4°C until processing.  

 

4.5.3. Pre-embedding immunoperoxidase method for light microscopy: the 

avidin-biotin peroxidase method  

The avidin-biotin complex (ABC) method is an indirect immunohistochemical 

technique which implies the use of a biotinylated secondary antibody against a primary 

antibody. The amplification of the signal is performed by the addition of the ABC complex. 

This complex consists of biotin associated with peroxidase and avidin mixture in a 

proportion that leaves free some of the avidin-biotin binding sites. The biotin of the 

secondary antibody binds to the free valencies of avidin in the ABC complex. The 

complex binds in succession to other ones. The chromogen used was 3,3'-

diaminobenzidine (DAB) which oxidizes in a medium containing hydrogen peroxide. The 
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peroxidase in the ABC catalyzes the decomposition reaction of the hydrogen peroxide 

resulting in free oxygen formation that oxidizes the DAB. This DAB oxide is insoluble and 

gives a reddish-brown precipitate in the conventional light microscope.  

 

 

 

Negative controls were run simultaneously to discard false positives. 

The following protocol was applied:  

1. Brain coronal vibrosections were cut at 50μm and collected in 0.1M PB at RT. 

2. Pre-incubation of the hippocampal sections in a blocking solution of 10% 

bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.1% sodium azide and 0.5% triton X-100 

prepared in tris-hydrogen chloride buffered saline (TBS 1X, pH 7.4) for 30 min 

at RT. 

Fig 8: Pre-embedding immunoperoxidase method for light microscopy 
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3. Tissue incubation in the corresponding primary antibody (Table 1) prepared in 

the blocking solution was kept shaking gently for 2 days at 4ºC. Negative 

controls were only incubated in the blocking solution. 

4. Several washes in 1% BSA and 0.5% triton X-100 in TBS 1X for 30 min to 

remove excess of the antibody. 

5. Incubation with the biotinylated antibody (1:200) (Table 2) prepared in the 

washing solution for 1 h on a shaker at RT. 

6. Several rinses in TBS 1X, 1% BSA and 0.5% triton X-100. 

7. Incubation in avidin-biotin complex (1:50; avidin-biotin peroxidase complex, 

Elite, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) prepared in the washing 

solution for 1h at RT. 

8. Several washes in TBS 1X, 1% BSA and 0.5% triton X-100. Last wash was 

done with 0.1M PB and 0.5% triton X-100. 

9. Tissue was incubated in 0.05% DAB and 0.01% hydrogen peroxide prepared 

in 0.1 M PB and 0.5% triton X-100. 

10. Several rinses in 0.1M PB and 0.5% triton X-100. 

11. Tissue sections were mounted on gelatinized slides. 

12. Dehydration in graded alcohols (50º, 70º, 96º, 100º) for 5 min each. 

13. Clearing in Xylol (3x5 min). 

14. Sections were coverslipped with DPX. 
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15. Hippocampal tissue was studied and photographed with a Zeiss Axiocam light 

microscope coupled to Zeiss AxioCamHRc camera. 

 

For the purpose of standardized the technique, the three animal groups under 

study (control, acute stress, chronic stress) were incubated in the same well.  The 

proportion of the CB1R immunoreactivity in the acute and chronic stress conditions 

versus controls was assessed by optical density analysis using the Image-J software. 

4.5.4 Pre-embedding silver-intensified immunogold method for electron 

microscopy 

This is an excellent technique for the ultrastructural localization of receptor 

proteins (Baude et al., 1993; Luján et al., 1997; Mateos et al., 1999; Elezgarai et al., 

2003; Alonso-Espinaco et al., 2008; Puente et al., 2010a, 2010b; Reguero et al., 2011, 

2014; Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al., 2016, 2018; Puente et al., 2019). The secondary 

antibody is a Fab' fraction conjugated to a 1.4nm gold particle that binds to primary 

antibodies. Its small size allows a greater penetration in the tissue, increasing the 

sensitivity of the method. Gold particles are then silver intensified to increase their size 

making them visible in the electron microscope. An advantage of the technique is that 

the antigen-antibody reaction is not altered by the exposure to osmium tetroxide and 

resin polymerization at high temperatures. 

Negative controls were run simultaneously to discard false positives. 
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The following protocol was applied (Puente et al., 2019): 

1. Coronal hippocampal sections were cut at 50μm in a vibratome (Leica 

VT1000S) and collected in 0.1M PB (pH=7.4) at RT. 

2. Pre-incubation in a blocking solution of 10% BSA, 0.1% sodium azide, and 

0.02% saponin prepared in TBS 1X for 30 min at RT. 

3. Tissue incubation in the primary goat polyclonal anti-CB1 receptor antibody 

(1:100) prepared in the blocking solution containing 0.004% saponin on a 

shaker for 2 days at 4ºC. Negative controls were only incubated in the blocking 

solution. 

4. Several washed in TBS 1X and 1% BSA for 30 min. 

Fig 9: Pre-embedding immunogold method for electron microscopy 
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5. Incubation in a secondary nanogold antibody (Table 2)  prepared in the same 

solution as the primary antibody for 3 h on a shaker at RT. 

6. Various washes in TBS 1X and 1% BSA overnight on a shaker at 4ºC. 

7. Post-fixation with 1% glutaraldehyde prepared in TBS 1X for 10 min at RT. 

8. Several washes in double distilled water for 30 min. 

9. Silver intensification of gold particles with a HQ Silver Kit (Nanoprobes Inc., 

Yaphank, NY, USA) for about 12 min in the dark. 

10. Several washes in double distilled water for 10 min. 

11. Various washes in 0.1M PB (pH 7.4) for 30 min. 

12. Osmication with 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1M PB (pH= 7.4) for 20 min at RT. 

13. Several washes in 0.1M PB (pH=7.4) for 30 min. 

14. Dehydration in graded alcohols (50º, 70º,96º and 100º) for 5 min each and 3 

times of 5 min for 100º. 

15. Clearing in propylene oxide 3x5 min each. 

16. Embedding in a mixture of 1:1 propylene oxide and Epon resin 812 overnight 

on a shaker at RT. 

17. Embedding in Epon resin 812. 

18. Resin polymerization in a heater at 60ºC for 2 days. 

19. Cutting 1μm semithin sections in the Reichert-Jung ultracut. 
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20. Collection of 60nm ultrathin sections on nickel mesh grids. 

21. Counterstaining with 2.5% lead citrate for 20 min. 

22. Examination in a Philips EM208S electron microscope. Tissue was 

photographed by using a digital Morada Camera from Olympus coupled to the 

electron microscope. 

 

 In order to maximizing the standard conditions, the pre-embedding immunogold 

method was systematically applied simultaneously to all the sections collected from three 

different animals (n=3 each condition). The immunogold-labeled hippocampal sections 

were observed in the light microscope and DML samples with good and reproducible 

CB1R immunolabeling were selected. Moreover, to further standardize the conditions 

between the three different mice belonging to the same experimental group, only the first 

1.5 μm from the surface of the tissue section was photographed. All the electron 

micrographs were taken at 22.00X from grids with 50nm-thick ultrathin sections 

containing silver-intensified gold particles in the DML. Sampling was always performed 

accurately in the same way for all the animals studied. 

The glutamatergic terminals were identified for their typical ultrastructural 

features, i.e. asymmetric synapses with thick postsynaptic densities and presynaptic 

boutons containing abundant and spherical synaptic vesicles. Positive CB1 receptor 

labeling was only considered if the identified excitatory synapses had at least one silver-

intensified gold particle within 30nm from the synaptic terminal membrane. Image-J 

software was used to measure labeling density (particles/μm membrane) and the 

percentage of CB1 receptor immunopositive excitatory terminals. 
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4.6. Electrophysiological Techniques 

The following protocol was used: 

Mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane inhalation before decapitation. 

1. Brains were rapidly removed and placed in rich sucrose artificial cerebrospinal 

fluid (ACSF) (pH= 7.3) (Table 4) at 4ºC gassed with 95%O2/5%CO2. 

2. Coronal hippocampal slices were cut at 300μm in a vibratome (Leica VT1000S) 

in rich sucrose ACSF (pH=7.3) at 4ºC gassed with 95%O2/5%CO2. 

3. The slices were incubated in normal ACSF (pH=7,3) gassed with 

95%O2/5%CO2 for 30 min at RT. Some drugs required pre-incubation for at 

least 1 h. 

4. The hippocampal slices were transferred to an immersion recording chamber 

and superfused at 2ml/min with gassed normal ACSF and the drugs (Table 5). 

All recordings were taken at 30 ºC ±1ºC by using an automatic temperature 

controller (Puente et al., 2011). 

5. Extracellular electrodes filled with normal ACSF were used to record neuronal 

activity. The electrodes were manufactured with borosilicate glass capillaries 

in Sutter 97-B pipettor stretcher.  

6.  The stimulation electrode was placed in the MPP and the recording pipette in 

the inner 1/3 of the DML. 

7. Transmission or tetanus protocol was applied at least 20 min after settled the 

slice in the immersion recording chamber. 
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4.6.1. Protocol for the study of the excitatory synaptic transmission  

 

1. To evoke field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs), repetitive stimuli 

(100-150 µs duration) were applied at 0.1Hz (Stimulus isolater ISU165, 

Cibertek, Spain; controlled by Master-8 stimulator with an isolation unit 

(AMPI)).  

2. A baseline of 10 min was set. 

3. Drugs were superfused during 40 min (Puente et al., 2011). 

 

4.6.2. Protocol for the study of the long-term depression of the excitatory synaptic 

transmission  

 

1. To evoke fEPSPs, stimuli (100-150 µs duration) were delivered at 0.1Hz 

(Stimulus isolater ISU165, Cibertek, Spain; controlled by Master-8 stimulator 

with an isolation unit (AMPI)). 

2. A baseline of 10 min was set. 

3. 10Hz frequency was applied during 10 min. 

4. Repetitive control stimuli were applied at 0.1Hz and were recorded during 30 

min (Puente et al., 2011). 

 

 The inhibitory component was blocked by the GABAA antagonist picrotoxin (Table 

3). 
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In both protocols, signal recordings were done using an Axopacth-200B (Axon 

Instruments/Molecular Devides, Union City, CA, USA). Signals were filtered at 1-2 kHz, 

digitized at 5 kHz on a DigiData 1200 interface (Axon Instruments/Molecular Devides, 

Union City, CA, USA) and gathered on a PC using Campex 9.2 (Axon 

Instruments/Molecular Devides, Union City, CA, USA). The area was analyzed with 

Clamfit 10.2 Package Program (Axon Instruments/Molecular Devides, Union City, CA, 

USA). 

SUCROSE BUFFER 

PRODUCT 
MW mM Gr per 1000mL Osmol 

NaCl 
58.44 87 5.08 174 

Sucrose 
342.3 75 25.67 75 

Glucose 
180.2 25 4.5 25 

MgCl2 

203.3 7 1.4 21 

KCl 
74.55 2.5 0.18 5 

CaCl2 

147.0 0.5 0.07 1.5 

NaH2PO4 

120.0 1.25 0.15 2.5 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Composition of the sucrose buffer  
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NORMAL BUFFER 

Product MW mM Gr per 1000mL Osmol 

NaHCO3 

84.01 23 1.93 46 

NaCl 
58.44 130 7.59 260 

Glucose 
180.2 11 1.98 11 

KCl 
74.55 2.5 0.18 2.5 

CaCl2 

147.0 2.4 0.35 7.2 

NaH2PO4 

120.0 1.2 0.14 2.4 

MgCl2 

203.3 1.2 0.24 2.4 

 

4.7 Statistical Analysis      

It was performed using the Statistical Program for Social Science (SPSS 22.0; 

IBM, Spain). The normality of the samples was studied by the Shapiro-Wilks test followed 

by the Levene´s test for the variance homoscedasticity. Depending on the technique, 

different statistical analysis (One-way ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis test, unpaired two-tailed 

Student´s t-test or U-Mann Whitney test) was applied followed by the corresponding 

post-hoc test (Bonferroni with homogeneous variances or Tamhane T2 with 

heterogeneous variances). Western blots, [35S]GTPγS binding and LC-MS/MS assays 

were analyzed using the statistical software package GraphPad Prism V.5 (GraphPad 

Software Inc, San Diego, USA). All data was expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Values of p < 

0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Table 5: Composition of the normal buffer 
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5.1 Corticosterone Levels and Body Weight 

We measured the plasma corticosterone concentration in the control and stress 

mice. Corticosterone levels were significantly higher in acute (1,182 ± 158.8 pg/ml; 

p<0.01; n=11) and chronic stress (1,296 ± 167.9 pg/ml; p<0.001; n=12) than in control 

(508 ± 77.21 pg/ml; n=20). Thus, plasma corticosterone concentration increased with the 

intensity and time of stress.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, the reduction in body weight is indicative of stress (Krahn et al., 1990; 

Jeong et al., 2013). Body weight gradually increased in controls but dropped in chronic 

stress (Figure 11A). However, it there was an increase in the last day of the chronic 

stress (1.96 ± 1.85 %; n=13) with respect to controls (12.24 ± 1.63 %; n=13) (Figure 

11B).   

Figure 10: Plasma corticosterone in acute and chronic stress. The levels of 1,182 ± 158.8 pg/ml in 
acute stress and 1,296 pg/ml ± 167.9 pg/ml in chronic stress are very highly significant versus control mice 
(508 ± 77.21 pg/ml). The data are expressed as mean ± Standard Error of the Mean (SEM). The data were 
analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** indicate 
statistically significant differences with p<0.001 vs. control; ** indicate statistically significant differences 
with p<0.01 vs. control.  
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5.2 Western Blot 

5.2.1 Expression of Gαi/o subunits in hippocampal membranes from control and 

stress mice 

Next step was to determine the expression of Gi/o protein subunits in hippocampal 

membranes. As shown in the graph, no changes in Gi/o isoforms were detected in stress 

vs. control mice (Figure 12). 

Figure 11:  Chronic stress reduces body weight. A) The percentage of the body weight increases 
per day in control but not in chronically stressed mice. B) Mice with chronic stress have a significant 
lower body weight (1.96 ± 1.85 %) vs control mice (12.24 ± 1.63 %). Data are expressed as mean ± 
SEM. Data were analyzed by Student unpaired t test. *** indicate statistically significant differences 
with p<0.001 vs. control. 
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5.2.2 Expression of eCB system components in hippocampal membranes from 

control and stress mice 

Western blotting was used to study CB1R, DAGL-α, PLCβ1, MAGL proteins and 

the associated and potential modulator protein of CB1R activity Crip1a (Smith et al., 

2010; Guggenhuber et al., 2016). In acute stress, a decrease in hippocampal CB1R was 

found (values: 78.4 ± 7.42 %; p<0.05 vs. control; n=4) but not changes in CB1R were 

Figure 12: No significant differences in the relative expression of Gα protein isoforms 
detected by immunoblotting in hippocampal (P2) membrane fractions . A) Gα0 isoform. C: 
102.40 ± 0.65 %; AS: 106.76 ± 4.06 %; CS: 113.00 ± 4.78 %. B) Gαi-1 isoform. C: 106.60 ± 3.86 
%; AS: 116.76 ± 11.05 %; CS: 123.00 ± 5.51 %. C) Gαi-2 isoform. C: 96.70 ± 3.38 %; AS: 126.55 
± 28.30 %; CS: 107.00 ± 4.65 %. D) Gαi-3 isoform. C: 100.75 ± 3.05 %; AS: 106.00 ± 5.01 %; CS: 
109.41 ± 3.30 %. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA 
and Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. 
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detected in chronic stress. Also, DAGL-α and PLCβ1 had a similar decrease in acute 

stress vs. control (DAGL-α values: 82.6 ± 7.50 %; p<0.01; n=3, PLCβ1 values: 85.52 ± 

4.71 %; p<0.05; n=2). In chronic stress, DAGL-α decreased 15.69% (values: 84.31 ± 

7.14 %; p<0.01; n =3) and PLCβ1 16.5% (values: 83.50 ±4.57 %; p<0.05; n=2). In 

contrast, MAGL (AS values: 94.08 ±1.25 %; p>0.05; n=3, CS values: 91.79 ± 7.05 %; 

p>0.05; n=3) and Crip1a (AS values: 106.20 ± 1.93 %; p<0.05; n=3, CS values: 102.30 

± 5.92 %; p<0.05; n=3) did not change neither in acute nor in chronic stress vs. control 

mice (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Relative expression of components of the eCB system in isolated hippocampi. A) 
Immunoblot of CB1R (50 KDa). Acute stress shows a significant decrease in CB1R protein (values: 78.4 ± 
7.42 %) vs. control. There are no changes in in chronic stress. B) PLCβ1 (150 KDa) expression decreases in 
acute (values: 85.52 ± 4.71 %) and chronic stress (values: 83.50 ± 4.57 %). C) DAGLα (115 KDa) expression 
is reduced about 17.4% in acute stress (values: 82.6 ± 7.50 %), and about 15.69% in chronic stress (values: 
84.31 ± 7.14 %). D) MAGL protein (33 KDa) does not change significantly between groups (CS values: 100.0 
± 0.92 %; AS values: 94.08 ± 1.25 %; CS values: 91.79 ± 7.05 %). E) Neither Crip1a (18 KDa) shows 
significant changes between groups (CS values: 100.0 ± 0.24 %; AS values: 106.20 ± 1.93 %; CS values: 
102.30 ± 5.92 %). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s 
Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. ** indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.01 vs. control; * 
indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.05 vs. control. 
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5.3 [35S] GTPγS binding assays 

[35S] GTPγS binding assays were performed with the CB1 cannabinoid receptor 

agonist CP55940 in hippocampal membranes from control and stress mice. 

A significant reduction in [35S] GTPγS basal binding (the binding in the absence 

of agonist) was observed in hippocampal membranes of both acute and chronic stress. 

Moreover, CP55940 stimulated [35S] GTPγS binding in a concentration dependent 

manner in all conditions, but only a significant increase in efficacy (Emax) was observed 

in chronic stress vs. control. The EC50 was similar between groups (Table below and 

Figure 14). 

 Control Acute Stress Chronic Stress 

Emax (%) 100 ± 0.4 113 ± 4.9 118 ± 2.2* 

pEC50 100 ± 0.4 100 ± 0.4 100 ± 0.4 

Basal (%) 100 ± 1.5 66.11 ± 4.13** 74.92 ± 2.17** 

 

 

Figure 14: [35S ]GTPγS binding. Summary of the means ± SEM and the significances vs control. A) 
Significant impairment of the basal [35S] GTPγS binding in both acute and chronic stress. B) A significant 
increase (18%) in the Emax of [35S] GTPγS in chronic stress is seen. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM 
and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. ** indicate 
statistically significant differences with p<0.01 vs. control; * indicate statistically significant differences with 
p<0.05 vs. control. 
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5.4 Measurement of endogenous 2-AG 

The basal 2-AG levels were quantified in hippocampal samples of control and 

restraint mice by liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry. In order to get an 

accurate quantification, we have developed a strategy based on isotope dilution 

combined with standard addition techniques (García del Caño et al., 2015). We spiked 

into each aliquot of hippocampal homogenate the same amount of the internal standard 

solution (2-AG-d5), and 2-AG in their natural form was spiked with increased amounts 

(2-AG standard additions: 20, 40, 60, 80, and 120 nM) into the series of subsamples 

tubes except the first one. In these conditions, it is possible to find a linear relationship 

with an excellent correlation coefficient between the 2-AG concentrations spiked to the 

homogenate and the ratio of the obtained areas for 2-AG and 2-AG-d5. The intercept on 

the x-axis provides the endogenous level of 2-AG in the aliquot of the hippocampal 

homogenate. Moreover, given than 2-AG undergoes rapid isomerization to 1-AG under 

common experimental conditions (Zoerner et al., 2011), it is necessary to pay attention 

to their extent during the analytical procedures. Therefore, all the samples were spiked 

with the internal standard 1-AG-d5 [100 nM]. In our hands, 1-AG usually represents 5% 

of 2-AG and was not included in the total amount of 2-AG. Basal 2-AG in control mice 

was 6.99 ± 0.60 nm/g hippocampal tissue (n=4). In acute stress, 2-AG was significantly 

higher (9.06 ± 0.90 nm/g; 30%; n=4) with respect to non-stress mice (Figure 15). By 

contrast, 2-AG levels in chronic stress were 43% lower than in control mice (3.99 ± 0.41 

nm/g; n=4). Altogether, these data indicate that there is a 2-AG imbalance between 

control and restraint mice. 
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5.5 Light Microscopy  

5.5.1 Immunohistochemical localization of CB1 and TRPV1 receptors in the 

dentate molecular layer of the dorsal hippocampus 

The DML was heavily CB1 receptor immunoreactive showing a conspicuous band 

of immunoreactivity in its innermost third which corresponds to the termination zone of 

the commissural/associational axon fibers (Monory et al., 2006; Ruehle et al., 2013). 

Less prominent but remarkable CB1 receptor immunostaining was observed in the outer 

2/3 of the ML where the MPP and LPP ends. TRPV1-like immunoreactivity was detected 

in the Ammon´s horn regions and in the dentate gyrus. In the latter, the granule cell 

bodies and astrocytic-like processes were immunostained. In addition, a faint TRPV1 

staining was observed in the termination zone of the perforant path (outer 2/3) and 

Figure 15: Measurement of endogenous 2-AG. Stress induces a significant alteration of 2-
AG. In acute stress, 2-AG significantly increases (9.06 ± 0.90 nm/g) vs. control (6.99 ± 0.60 
nm/g). However, chronic stress strongly decreases 2-AG (3.99 ±0.41 nm/g) vs. control. Data 
are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s 
Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.001 
vs. control;** indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.01 vs. control; # # # indicate 
statistically significant differences with p<0.001 vs. acute stress. 
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association and commissural fiber synapses (inner 1/3) of the ML. Importantly, the 

hippocampal TRPV1 pattern disappeared in the TRPV1 knock-out tissue (Puente et al., 

2015). Altogether, both CB1 and TRPV1 receptors show a distinct staining pattern 

(Figures 16A and 16B).     

The proportion of CB1R inmunoreactivity analyzed by optical density was 

estimated to be 100.4 ± 0.55 % in control mice (n=3). Under stress conditions, 

CB1R immunostaining decreased more prominently in acute than chronic stress 

(AS values: 89.35 ± 0.44 %; p<0.001; n=3; CS values: 95.61 ± 0.60 %; p<0.001; 

n=3) particularly in the termination area of the perforant path. In contrast, TRPV1 

immunoreactivity increased in both acute and chronic stress (AS values: 134.9 ± 

3.10 %; p<0.001; n=3, CS values: 176.0 ± 2.58 %; p<0.001; n=3) vs. control 

(100.0 ± 2.56 %; n=3). (Figures 16C and 16D).  
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Figure 16: CB1R and TRPV1 immunostaining in control and stress mice. CB1R (A) and TRPV1 
immunoreactivity (B) in the DML. C) Mean of the percentage of CB1R immunoreactivity assessed by 
optical density. Acute stress shows a higher decrease in CB1R immunostaining (10.65 ± 0.44 %) than 
chronic stress (4.39 ± 0.60 %) vs. control mice. D) Summary data of the percentage of TRPV1 
immunoreactivity by optical density. Both acute and chronic stress mice show a highly significant 
increase in TRPV1 immunostaining (AS values: 134.9 ± 3.10 %; CS values: 176.0 ± 2.58 %) vs. control. 
The data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s 
Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.001 vs. 
control; ** indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.01 vs. control. # # # indicate statistically 
significant differences with p<0.001 vs. acute stress. 
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5.6 High Resolution Electron Microscopy 

5.6.1 Subcellular localization of the CB1 receptor in excitatory and inhibitory axon 

terminals in the hippocampal dentate molecular layer 

Control, acute and chronic stress mice were used to determine the subcellular 

localization of CB1R. As expected in control mice, CB1R labeling was low in presynaptic 

excitatory terminal membranes making asymmetric synapses, and high in presynaptic 

inhibitory terminals forming symmetric synapses. CB1R immunoparticles were located at 

a distance from the active zone of both symmetric and asymmetric synapses with 

dendritic spines and postsynaptic dendrites, respectively (Figures 17-19). The CB1R 

distribution was maintained in all experimental groups.  
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Figure 17: Subcellular CB1 receptor localization in synaptic terminals of the MPP in the DML. Pre-
embedding immunogold method for electron microscopy. A-D) In control mice, CB1 receptor 
immunoparticles are localized to excitatory (asymmetric synapses) and inhibitory (symmetric synapses) 
terminal membranes making synaptic contacts with dendritic spines and dendrites, respectively. Red 
outline: inhibitory terminals and preterminals; Blue outline: excitatory terminals; White arrowheads: 
excitatory and inhibitory synapses; Black arrows: CB1 receptor immunoparticles. ter: terminal; den: 
dendrite; sp: dendritic spine; m: mitochondria. Scale bars: 0.5 μm. 
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Figure 18: Subcellular CB1 receptor localization in synaptic terminals of the MPP in the DML after 
acute stress. Pre-embedding immunogold method for electron microscopy. A-D) CB1 receptor 
immunoparticles on presynaptic terminals of asymmetric synapses with dendritic spines but 
numerous/abundant metal particles at inhibitory terminals are seen. Red outline: inhibitory terminals and 
preterminals; Blue outline: excitatory terminals; White arrowheads: synapses; Black arrows: CB1 receptor 
immunoparticles. ter: terminal; den: dendrite; sp: dendritic spine; m: mitochondria. Scale bars: 0.5 μm. 
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Figure 19: Subcellular CB1 receptor localization in synaptic terminals of the MPP in the DML after 
chronic stress. Pre-embedding immunogold method for electron microscopy. A-D) CB1 receptor 
immunoparticles are localized on excitatory (asymmetric synapses) and inhibitory (symmetric synapses) 
terminal membranes making synaptic contacts with dendritic spines and dendrites, respectively. Red 
outline: inhibitory terminals and preterminals; Blue outline: excitatory terminals; White arrowheads: 
synapses; Black arrows: CB1 receptor immunoparticles. ter: terminal; den: dendrite; sp: dendritic spine; 
m: mitochondria. Scale bars: 0.5 μm. 
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5.6.2 Statistical analysis of the CB1 receptors distribution in excitatory terminals 

of acute and chronic stress 

In controls, 40.83 ± 1.61 % of the excitatory synaptic terminals in the target zone 

of the MPP in the DML were CB1R immunopositive. There were not statistical differences 

with the proportions found in acute (38.36 ± 1.70 %; p>0.05) and chronic stress (36.03 ± 

2.29 %; p>0.05) (Figure 20A). Furthermore, the CB1R density in the excitatory terminals 

was not significantly different between controls (0.68 ± 0.02 part/µm; p>0.05) and after 

acute (0.63 ± 0.02 part/µm) or chronic stress (0.72 ± 0.03 part/µm; p<0.05). However, 

the somehow higher CB1R density detected after chronic stress was statistically 

significant with respect to acute stress (Figure 20B).  

 

 

 

Figure 20: Statistical assessment of the CB1R immunopositive glutamatergic terminals of the MPP in 
the DML in controls and after acute and chronic stress. A) The proportions of 40.83 ± 1.61 % in control, 
38.36 ± 1.70 % in acute and 36.03 ± 2.29 % in chronic stress are not statistically different. B) Mean CB1R 
density (part/μm) in CB1R immunopositive excitatory terminals. The density in chronic stress is statistically 
higher (0.72 ± 0.03 part/µm) than in acute stress (0.63 ± 0.02 part/µm) but there are not differences with respect 
to controls. The data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Dunn´s 
Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. # indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.05 vs. acute stress. 
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5.7 Electrophysiology in Acute and Chronic Stress 

The minimum intensity needed to obtain the maximal signal in the experimental 

groups was first established (Figure 21). As a result, around 40% below that intensity 

was used in both synaptic transmission and plasticity protocols.  

 

 

5.7.1 Synaptic transmission 

We first tested the hypothesis that field excitatory post-synaptic potentials 

(fEPSP) responses in the MPP were CB1R-dependent. Hence, bath application of the 

CB1R agonist CP55940 to the hippocampal slices caused an inhibition of the 

postsynaptic excitatory transmission in the MPP (values: 83.08 ± 3.95 %; 16.92 % of 

inhibition; n=12) that was abolished by the CB1R antagonist AM251 (4µM) (values: 100.4 

± 3.79 %; n=7) (Figures 22C and 22D). In addition, the GABABR antagonist CGP55845 

(5µM) blocked the CP55940-induced fEPSP inhibition (values: 105.7 ± 6.23 %; n=10) 

supporting the existence of a GABAB and CB1 receptor interaction (Cinar R. et al., 2008) 

(Figures 22E and 22F). 

Figure 21: Effect of stress on basal activity frequency. A) Blot diagram of the frequency. B) 
Histogram of the means in controls (7.58 ± 0.98 mV/ms), acute (7.01 ± 0.91 mV/ms) and chronic 
stress (5.59 ± 0.64 mV/ms). There are not significant differences between the groups. Data are 
expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple 
Comparison Post-hoc Test. 
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The fEPSPs decrease observed after CP55940 application in acute (values: 

87.94 ± 3.71 %; 12.06% decrease; n=7) and chronic stress (values: 90.72 ± 6.62 values:; 

9.72% decrease; n=10) was not significant relative to controls (Figures 22A and 22B).  

Furthermore, AM251 increased the fEPSPs in controls (values: 136.7 ± 3.14 %; 

n=7), acute (values: 117.6 ± 4.84 %; 17.6% increase, n=7) and chronic stress (values: 

118.5 ± 2.98 %; 18.5% increase, n=10). However, the fEPSP increase in both stress 

conditions was significantly lower than in controls (Figure 23).  
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Figure 22: Field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSP) in the MPP. A) CP55940 induces 
fEPSP inhibition in all experimental groups. B) fEPSP (mean) in control (83.08 ± 3.95 %), acute (87.94 
± 3.71 %) and chronic stress (90.72 ± 6.62%). No significant differences are found between 
conditions. C) fEPSP average areas with CP55940 and AM251 in control. D) CP55940 plus AM251 
in control produces a statistically significant recovery of the fEPSP area inhibition (100.4 ± 3.79 %). 
E) The GABABR antagonist CGP55845 blocks the CP55940 effect on baseline synaptic transmission 
in control mice. F) Graph representation of the fEPSP area upon application of CP55940 plus 
CGP55845 (105.7 ± 6.23 %). The cocktail does not induce fEPSP inhibition in controls. Data are 
expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple 
Comparison Post-hoc Test and by Student unpaired t-test. ** indicate statistically significant 
differences with p<0.01; * indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.05.  
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5.7.2 eCB- eLTD in control mice 

In this thesis work, I was able to confirm the novel eCB-dependent LTD of the 

excitatory synaptic transmission at the MPP synapses in the DML that has been very 

recently reported by our laboratory (Peñasco et al. 2019, submitted) in control mice. 

Previous studies reported that the extracellular field configuration allows long-term stable 

recordings in the brain of mature mice (Gredeman et al., 2002; Robbe et al., 2002; Wang 

et al., 2010; Puente N. et al., 2010). Hence, the excitatory fibers raising from the 

entorhinal cortical layers II-III were stimulated in the medial 1/3 of the DML to evoke 

baseline fEPSP in the MPP. Repetitive stimulation of the MPP fibers at moderate 

frequency (10Hz) for 10 min triggered LTD of the fEPSP (86.64 ± 2.27 %, p<0.001; n=16) 

that was completely abolished by the CB1 receptor antagonist AM251 ([4 µM]; 103.6 ± 

4.16 %; p<0.01; n=8.), the TRPV1 antagonist AMG9810 ([3μM]; 103.7 ± 4.40 %; p<0.01; 

Figure 23: Imbalance of the endocannabinoid system. A) The fEPSP increase after bath application of 
AM251 is affected by stress. B) Summary data of the experiments performed. The fEPSP increase 
observed in controls is significantly reduced in both acute (117.6 ± 4.84 %) and chronic stress (118.5 ± 
2.98 %). Data are expressed as mean ±SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s 
Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. * * indicate statistically significant differences with p<0.01 vs. control.  
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n=5) and the GABAB receptor antagonist CGP55845 ([5μM]; 103.0 ± 3.92 %; p<0.01; 

n=7) (Figures 24A-B and 25C). Furthermore, this LTD required the participation of the 

mGluR5 (mGluR5 antagonist MPEP: [10μM]; 110.5 ± 2.6 %; p<0.001; n=9), the 2-AG 

degrading and synthesizing enzymes MAGL (MAGL inhibitor JZL184: [50μM]; 101.7 ± 

5.56 %; p<0.01; n=13) and DAGL (DAGL inhibitor RHC80267: [100μM]; 97.19 ± 2.8 %;  

p<0.01; n=14) respectively, as well as L-type voltage gated Ca2+channels (L-VGCC) (the 

L-type Ca2+channel blocker nimodipine: [1μM]; 105.3 ± 3.51 %; p<0.001; n=7) (Figures 

24C, 24E-F and 25B). Furthermore, the LTD was unaffected by the FAAH inhibitor 

URB597 (2µM; 82.4 ± 4.48 %; p>0.05; n=9) and the NMDAR antagonist DL-APV 

([100µM]; 90.27%±4.62%; p>0.05; n=6) (Figures 24D and 25A). Taken together, the data 

indicate that mGluR5 and TRPV1 activity together with Ca2+ entry through L-type Ca2+ 

channels combine with CB1R activation by 2-AG are necessary to generate the eCB-

LTD at the excitatory MPP synapses (Figures 24G and 25D).  
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Figure 24: eCB-LTD in control mice. The LTD triggered by MPP stimulation (10Hz, 10´) is blocked 
by AM251 (103.6 ± 4.16 %; n=8) (A) and CGP55845 (103.3 ± 3.92 %; n=7) (B). C) Time course plot 
illustrating that the MAGL inhibitor JZL184 occludes the LTD (101.7 ± 5.56 %; n=13), but is unaffected 
by the FAAH inhibitor URB597 (82.4 ± 4.48 %; n=9) (D). E) The LTD is also blocked by MPEP (110.5 
± 2.6%; n=9) and the DAGL inhibitor RHC80267 (97.19 ± 2.8 %; n=14) (F). G) Summary data of the 
experiments performed. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by Student´s 
unpaired t test. *** p<0.001 vs. control. ** p<0.01 vs. control.* p<0.05 vs. control. 
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Figure 25: LTD in control mice. A) The NMDA receptor antagonist D-APV has no effect on the MPP-LTD 
(90.27 ± 4.62 %; n=6), while the L-type Ca2+ channel blocker nimodipine (105.3 ± 3.51 %; n=7) (B) and the 
TRPV1 antagonist AMG9810 (103.7 ± 4.40 %; n=5) (C) abolish the LTD. D) Summary data of the 
experiments performed. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by Student unpaired t test. 
***p<0.001 vs. control. **p<0.01 vs. control. 
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5.7.3 eCB-eLTD in acute stress 

In conditions of acute stress, 10 Hz MPP stimulation during 10 min triggered a 

long-term potentiation (LTP) of the fEPSP at the MPP synapses (113.3 ± 2.89 %; 

p<0.001; n=12) (Figure 26). To study the underlying mechanisms supporting the switch 

from LTD to LTP in acute stress, we started doing pharmacological manipulations of the 

receptors involved in LTD under normal conditions. Hence, LTP of fEPSP was blocked 

by AM251 ([4μM]; 102.3 ± 3.11 %; p<0.05 vs. AS; n=10) but not by CGP55845 ([5μM]; 

109.7 ± 2.59 %; p>0.05 vs. control; n=7) (Figures 27A-B). However, AMG9810 slightly 

reduced (5.57%) the fEPSP ([3μM]; 94.43 ± 3.08 %; n=12). This synaptic depression 

was abolished by AM251 ([4μM]; 102.1 ± 4.57 %; p<0.01 vs. control; n=8) (Figure 28B).  

In addition, LTP was elicited in the presence of JZL184 ([50μM]; 111.9 ± 4.78 %; p<0.001 

vs. control; n=14) and RHC80267 ([100μM]; 105.2 ± 5.16 %; p<0.05 vs. control; n=9) 

(Figures 27D-E). However, LTD was observed with URB597 (93.59 ± 6.10 %; p<0.01 vs. 

AS; n=7) (Figure 27F). Thus, the changes in synaptic plasticity in acute stress involve 

AEA but not 2-AG. Furthermore, the switch from LTP to LTD was more significant in the 

presence of nimodipine ([1μM]; 87.87 ± 4.26 %; p<0.001 vs. AS; n=8). Similarly, when 

D-APV was applied, the LTD recovered in a significant manner ([100µM]; 88.46 ± 4.35 

%; p<0.001 vs. AS; n=7). Interestingly, the activity-dependent LTD elicited in the 

presence of AMG9810, D-APV and nimodipine was fully abolished by AM251 (Figure 

28). However, only the LTD block was statistically significant vs AS+D-APV when both 

the NMDA and CB1 receptor antagonists were present in the bath solution (D-

APV+AM251: 104.6 ± 2.14%; p<0.05 vs. drug; n=4) (Figure 28).  

We also wanted to know whether the intensity threshold of synaptic plasticity was 

altered. Hence, we modified the time of the stimulus (1 min at 10 Hz and 5 min at 10Hz. 

We observed a slightly reduction of the fEPSP (2.82%) after 1 min at 10 Hz (values: 

97.18 ± 2.66 %; p<0.01; n=7). However, 5min at 10Hz elicited eLTD (6.5% fEPSP 

inhibition; values: 93.50 ± 4.08 %; p<0.01; n=5) (Figure 29). Overall, LTP was AEA and 
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Ca2+ dependent but independent of 2-AG, while LTD was CB1Rmediated, suggesting 

that CB1R worked properly. Moreover, acute stress alters the intensity threshold of the 

excitatory synaptic plasticity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Acute stress switches LTD to LTP.  A) Kinetic of the mean percentage change. The 10 min 
at 10 Hz stimulation has opposite effects on MPP plasticity in control and acute stress mice. B) LTD 
switches to LTP (113.3 ± 2.89 % fEPSP; n=10). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed 
by Student unpaired t test. *** p<0.001.  
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Figure 27: Acute stress displays AEA-dependent LTD. A) LTP was CB1R-mediated (102.3 ± 3.11 %; 
n=10). However, GABABR (109.7 ± 2.59%, n=7) (B), mGluR5 (108.2 ± 2.68 %; n=6) (C), DAGL (105.2 ± 
5.16 %, n=9) (D) and MAGL (111.9 ± 4.78 %, n=14) (E) are not involved in the LTP-MPP upon 10 min at 
10Hz in acute stress. F) LTD is elicited in the presence of URB597 (93.59 ± 6.10 %; n=7). G) Summary data 
illustrating the changes observed. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way 
ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** p<0.001 vs. control. * p<0.05 vs. control. ++ 

p<0.01 vs. acute stress; + p<0.05 vs. acute stress. 
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Figure 28: Changes in long-term synaptic plasticity under acute stress. A) The fEPSP increase 
induced by 10 Hz/10´ stimulation of the MPP synapses under acute stress (109.7 ± 2.59 %) is significantly 
reduced by D-APV (88.46 ± 4.35 %), AMG9810 (B) and nimodipine (87.87 ± 4.26 %) (C). In the three 
cases, the fEPSP depression disappears with the concomitant application of AM251 (D-APV+AM251: 
104.6 ± 2.14 %) (A), (AMG9810+AM251: 102.1 ± 4.57 %) (B), (nimodipine+AM251: 100.8 ± 5.34 %) (C). 
D) Summary data illustrating in percentage the means of the fEPSP changes. Data are expressed as mean 
± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison or Dunn´s Multiple 
Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** p<0.001 vs. control. **p<0.01 vs. control. +++p<0.001 vs. acute stress. 
#p<0.05 vs drug. 
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5.7.4 Characterization of the eCB-eLTD in chronic stress 

In chronic stress conditions, the repetitive MPP stimulation (10Hz, 10´) was not 

able to induce LTD of the fEPSP (101.7 ± 3.85 %; p<0.01; n=10) (Figure 30). 

Furthermore, the CB1R and TRPV1 receptor antagonists did not have any effect (AM251: 

108.10 ± 2.78 %; p>0.05 vs. CS; n=4. AMG9810: 110.8 ± 8.72 %; p>0.05 vs CS; n=4) 

(Figure 31). However, the fEPSP increase was observed when the endocannabinoid 

tone was enhanced by extracellular administration of JZL184 (121.4 ± 4.08 %; p<0.01 

vs. CS; n=8) or URB597 (123.4 ± 5.75 %; p<0.01 vs. CS; n=7) (Figures 32A and 33A). 

Conversely, concomitant application of AM251 with JZL184 blocked the fEPSP 

potentiation observed after JZL184 administration (102.9 ±4.35 %; p>0.05 vs. CS; n=7). 

Also, bath application of JZL184 with AMG9810 reduced fEPSP potentiation (102.3 ± 

2.50 %; p>0.05 vs. CS; n=10) (Figures 32B-C). Similarly, fEPSP potentiation was 

reduced in the presence of URB597 plus AM251 (107.1 ± 2.10 %; p>0.05 vs. control; 

Figure 29: Acute stress disrupts LTD intensity threshold. A) Kinetics of the intensity fEPSP 
changes elicited by 10Hz during 1 min and 5 min. LTD is generated by short intensity times a. B) 
Quantification of the mean percentage change of 10HZ at 1 min (97.18 ± 2.66 %, n=7) and 5 min 
(93.50 ± 4.04 %, n=5). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way 
ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** p<0.001 vs. control. ++ p<0.01 vs. 
acute stress. 
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n=8) or URB597 plus AM251 plus AMG9810 (108.8 ± 4.95 %; p>0.05; n=8) (Figures 

33B- C). Additionally, slight fEPSP depression of 8.41% and 8.77% was observed with 

superfusion of JZL184 plus AM251 plus AMG9810 (91.59 ± 4.96 %; p<0.001 vs. 

CS_JZL184; n=8) and URB597 plus AMG9810 (91.23 ± 4.21 %; p<0.001 vs. 

CS_URB597; n=7), respectively (Figures 32D and 33D). Altogether, these results 

demonstrate the imbalance settled in the endocannabinoid control of the MPP synapses 

upon chronic stress.  

 

 

Figure 30: Chronic stress impairs LTD at the MPP synapses. A) LTD is not seen after 10Hz/10´ MPP 
stimulation. B) The value of fEPSP relative to baseline is 101.7 ± 3.85 % in chronic stress. Data are 
expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by Student unpaired t test.** p<0.01.  
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Figure 31: Chronic stress alters CB1 and TRPV1 receptors at MPP synapses. fEPSPs elicited by 10 
Hz/10´ MPP stimulation significantly increase upon AM251 (108.10 ± 2.78 %) (A) and AMG9810 (110.8 ± 
8.72 %) (B). C) Summary data representing the mean percentage change in fEPSP. Data are expressed 
as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Dunn´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. 
**p<0.01 vs. control. *p<0.05 vs. control. 
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Figure 32: Chronic stress generates an imbalance in the regulation of eCB system at MPP 
synapses. A) JZL184 elicits a drastic increase in fEPSP upon MPP stimulation (121.4 ± 4.08 %). This 
effect is abolished by AM251 (102.9  ± 4.3 %) (B) and AMG9810 (102.3 ± 2.50 %) (C). D) Simultaneous 
bath application of AM251 and AMG9810 shows a more drastic reduction in the JZL184-mediated 
increase in fEPSP (91.59 ± 4.96 %). E) Summary data illustrating the means of the percentage changes 
in fEPSP. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and 
Bonferroni´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. ***p<0.001 vs. control. ** p<0.05 vs. control. ++ p<0.01 
vs. chronic stress. # # # p<0.001 vs. JZL184.# # p<0.01 vs. JZL184.# p<0.05 vs. JZL184. 
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Figure 33: Chronic stress generates an imbalance in the regulation of eCB system at the MPP synapses. 

A) URB597 elicits a drastic increase in fEPSP upon MPP stimulation: (123.4 ± 5.75 %). (B) This effect is 
abolished by AM251 (107.1 ± 2.10 %). C) Simultaneous bath application of AM251 and AMG9810 shows a 
reduction in the URB597-mediated increase in fEPSP (108.8 ± 4.95 %). D) However, AMG9810 alone reduces 
further the fEPSP increase (91.23 ± 4.21 %). E) Summary data illustrating the means of the percentage changes 
in fEPSP. Data are expressed as mean ±SEM. and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA and Bonferroni´s Multiple 
Comparison Post-hoc Test. *** p<0.001 vs. control. ** p<0.05 vs. control. ++ p<0.01 vs. CS. ## # p<0.001 vs. URB597. 
# p<0.05 vs. URB597. 
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5.8 Behavior Test 

5.8.1 Elevated plus maze test  

The time of latency shown by the mice in conditions of acute stress was shorter 

(1.17 ± 0.50 s, p<0.05 vs. control; n=15) than in controls (3.10 ± 0.60 s; n=28) but not 

differences were detected in mice under chronic stress (2.50 ± 0.62 s; p>0.05 vs. control; 

n=15). Furthermore, the time spent in the open arms was not significant different 

between the experimental groups (control: 3.17 ± 1.03 s; n=28. Acute stress: 0.81 ± 0.55 

s; p>0.05 vs. control; n=15. Chronic stress: 2.59 ± 1.2 s; p>0.05 vs. control; n=15). 

However, the time of controls in the crossroad (129.7 ± 6.88 s; n=28) significantly 

decreased in acute (90.69 ± 11.13 s; p<0.01 vs. control; n=15) but not in chronic stress 

(132.0 ± 7.63 s; p<0.05 vs. control; n=15) (Figure 34). Altogether, these data suggested 

that mice under conditions of acute stress, but not chronic stress, have a slight anxiety 

behavior.   

 

Figure 34: Acute stress causes anxiety-like behavior in mice. A) The latency time displayed by 
mice with acute stress is significantly lower (1.17 ± 0.50 s) than mice with chronic stress (3.10 ±0.60 
s). B) No statistical differences are found in the time spent by the mice in the open arms. C) Mice with 
acute stress spend significantly less time in the crossroad (90.69 ± 11.13 s) than mice with chronic 
stress (129.7 ± 6.88 s).  Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by One-Way ANOVA 
and Dunn´s Multiple Comparison Post-hoc Test. ** p<0.01 vs. control.*p<0.05 vs. control. # #p<0.01 vs. 
acute stress. 
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The eCB system is a critical component of the body´s homeostatic regulation (Hill 

et al., 2010; Hillard et al., 2014; Lutz et al., 2015; Morena et al., 2016).  The 

endocannabinoid-CB1R signaling primarily dampens stress reducing both endocrine and 

neural responses to stress. CB1R signaling participates in habituation to stress exposure, 

which is a protective mechanism designed to reduce responses to a non-threatening 

stimulus. Given the important role of CB1 receptors in maintaining hedonia and reducing 

anxiety, the reduction of CB1R signaling contribute to the negative consequences of 

stress (McEwen, 2007; Hillard et al., 2014; Lutz et al., 2015). 

The main results of my Doctoral Thesis were that acute and chronic restraint 

stress during adolescence severely and differentially disrupt the eCB-eLTD that takes 

place at the MPP-granule cell synapses under normal conditions after application of a 

low frequency stimulation (LFS) protocol known to elicit eCB-eLTD at these MPP 

synapses (Peñasco et al., under review) and at CB1 receptor-containing excitatory 

synapses in the BNST (Puente et al., 2010, 2011).  

 

6.1 eCB-eLTD at MPP-granule cell synapses in adolescent Swiss male mice.  

In this Doctoral Thesis, we have found that a LFS induces CB1 receptor-dependent 

inhibition of MPP-granule cell excitatory synaptic transmission in adolescent Swiss male 

mice. This study confirms the existence of CB1 receptor-dependent excitatory LTD at the 

MPP synapses in the DG of adolescent Swiss male mice that requires postsynaptic 

activation of group I mGluR5, calcium increase and 2-AG synthesis acting on presynaptic 

CB1 receptors localized to glutamatergic presynaptic terminals of the MPP. We found a 

CB1 receptor-dependent inhibition of MPP-granule cell excitatory synaptic transmission. 

In addition, a LFS protocol (10 Hz for 10 min) that has previously been used to 

consistently induce eCB-dependent LTD in other brain regions (Lafourcade et al., 2007; 

Puente et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2015) elicited a eCB-eLTD at MPP synapses in C57 adult 
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mice (Peñasco et al., under review) as well as in male adolescent Swiss mice. We also 

observed that the magnitude of eCB-eLTD was unaffected by the NMDA receptor 

antagonist D-APV suggesting that NMDA receptors were not involved in the eCB-eLTD 

despite the fact that eCB-eLTD may require NMDA receptor activity at other synapses 

(Sjöström et al., 2003; Bender et al., 2006; Lantè et al.,2006).  

The stimulation paradigm applied could be a critical factor for the eCB-eLTD 

induction at the MPP-granule cell synapses. Furthermore, a TRPV1-dependent LTD at 

these same synapses was previously shown to require mGluR5 activation, but not 

mGluR1, and involved postsynaptic AMPA receptor internalization (Chávez et al., 2010). 

In my Doctoral Thesis, TRPV1-LTD was also revealed as LFS-induced LTD was 

abolished in the presence of the TRPV1 antagonist AMG9810. Despite the fact that this 

eLTD was not AEA-mediated, TRPV1 can modulate synaptic transmission by altering 

synaptic calcium levels and neurotransmitter release. As a calcium cation channel, 

TRPV1 has been implicated in synaptic plasticity, especially in facilitating LTD (Ho et al., 

2012). According to this, our findings showed a TRPV1-dependent eLTD but AEA-

independent in hippocampal MPP. This TRPV1-dependent LTD could also be induced 

by the same stimulation protocol in the BNST that was mediated by postsynaptic 

mGluR5-dependent release of AEA acting on postsynaptic TRPV1 receptors, and was 

strongly inhibited by depletion of intracellular calcium stores (Puente et al., 2011). We 

found that the eCB-eLTD at MPP synapses was 2-AG dependent and activates CB1 

receptors distributed on presynaptic excitatory terminals in the middle 1/3 of the DML. In 

the BNST, however, dendritic L-type calcium channels and the subsequent release of 2-

AG acting on presynaptic CB1 receptors triggered retrograde short-term depression 

(Puente et al., 2011).  

In our previous study in adult c57BL/6J mice (Peñasco et al., under review) the 

different kinetics of recovery after LFS following MPEP and CPCCoEt suggest that 

mGluR1 and mGluR5 contribute differentially to the eCB-eLTD shown at the MPP-
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granule cell synapses. That is, while MPEP has an effect on both the induction and late 

phase, CPCCoEt only affects the late phase of this form of plasticity. Furthermore, both 

mGluR1 and mGluR5 activation was critically required for persistent eCB-LTD at the 

MPP-granule cell synapses; however, only mGluR5, and not mGluR1, is required for the 

initial depression (Peñasco et al., under review). Previous studies in the CA1 

hippocampus have shown that differences between both group I mGluR subtypes have 

distinct effects on synaptic plasticity and memory processes (Neyman and Manahan-

Vaughan, 2008). Mechanistically, the activation of mGluR1 causes an intracellular 

calcium rise, neuronal depolarization and increase in the frequency of spontaneous 

inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (Mannaioni et al., 2001). However, mGluR5 activation 

leads to the suppression of calcium-activated potassium currents (IAHP) and the 

potentiation of N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor currents (Attucci et al., 2001; Jia 

et al., n.d.; Mannaioni et al., 2001). 

The differences observed among studies could be due to several critical factors 

like rodent species (rat/mouse), mouse strain (c57/Swiss), mouse age (PND 74-

80/adolescence of PND 35-42), temperature of the in vitro experiments (32-35ºC) and/or 

the stimulation paradigm. Significantly, the eCB-LTD can be induced at either 

presynaptic (our work) or postsynaptic loci (Chávez et al., 2010a, and this Thesis work) 

of the MPP-granule cell synapses depending on the stimulation, recruiting either 

presynaptic CB1 receptors or postsynaptic TRPV1 and mobilizing 2-AG or AEA, 

respectively. Together, our findings further suggest that the precise subcellular 

localization of the eCB components in specific cell types and synapses are key players 

for the induction of diverse forms of synaptic plasticity through distinct signaling 

mechanisms (Castillo et al., 2012; Puente et al., 2011).  

We also revealed in this Doctoral Thesis that LFS (10 Hz for 10 min) elicited 

GABAB-dependent LTD which was blocked by the GABAB receptor antagonist 

CGP55845. The CB1 and metabotropic GABAB receptors display similar 
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pharmacological effects in pathways involved in anxiety, learning and memory, cognition, 

and co-localize in some brain regions (Ameri, 1999; Hampson and Deadwyler, 1999; File 

et al., 2000; Cannistraro and Rauch, 2003; Freund, 2003; Cinar et al., 2008).  Actually, 

Cinar et al. (2008) showed that both receptors localization overlaps in hippocampal 

membranes. Thus, activation of presynaptic GABAB receptors decreases 

neurotransmitter release by VGCC inhibition and vesicular release (Lafourcade and 

Alger, 2008; Foster et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014) and their presence at excitatory and 

inhibitory synapses induces inhibitory and disinhibitory effects, respectively (Foster et 

al., 2013; Nazari et al., 2016). We confirmed that both CB1 and GABAB receptors are 

necessary for the inhibition of MPP-granule cell excitatory synaptic transmission and for 

the eLTD in hippocampal DG. These results support the existence of a co-localization of 

both receptors as well as indicate that there are functional interactions between them in 

MPP synapses during adolescence. 

6.1.1 Functional context of the eCB-eLTD at MPP-granule cell synapses 

Brain functions regulated by the eCB system rely on its distribution in cerebral 

tissue (Busquets-Garcia et al., 2018; Castillo et al., 2012; Hu and Mackie, 2015; Katona 

and Freund, 2012). The hippocampus is required for declarative/episodic memory and 

is involved in spatial and context-dependent learning (Eichenbaum et al., 2012). Inputs 

from the postrhinal cortex convey spatial information to the dorsolateral medial entorhinal 

cortex that projects to the dorsal hippocampus through the MPP (Fyhn et al., 2004; 

Hargreaves et al., 2005). On the other hand, the perirhinal cortex projects to the lateral 

entorhinal cortex which gives rise to the LPP (Burwell, 2000). The LPP pathway transmits 

non-spatial information, and, together with information about spatial clues forwarded by 

the MPP into the DG, representations for object-place or event-place scenarios are 

thought to be built (Suzuki et al., 1997; Gaffan, 1998; Hargreaves et al., 2005). At the 

same time, signal integration by granule cells related to environment or context is under 

control of hilar mossy cells which are critical in the learning of information sequences 
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(Lisman et al., 2005). The mossy cells receive glutamatergic granule mossy fiber 

collaterals, and in turn send commissural/associational fibers that travel long distances 

giving innervation to multiple DG cells forming mossy-granule cell synapses (Amaral and 

Witter, 1989; Scharfman and Myers, 2013). The glutamatergic synapses of the three 

excitatory pathways targeting the dentate granule cells contain CB1 receptors (Marsicano 

and Lutz, 1999; Katona et al., 2006; Kawamura et al., 2006; Monory et al., 2006; 

Uchigashima et al., 2011; Katona and Freund, 2012; Wang et al., 2016; Gutiérrez-

Rodríguez et al., 2017) and display different forms of eCB dependent-synaptic plasticity 

(Chiu and Castillo, 2008; Chávez et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2016, 2018) which correlate 

with the distinct information processed by each pathway.  

As previously shown in single BNST neurons (Puente et al., 2011), either the 2-

AG and CB1 receptor-dependent eLTD here with described, or the AEA and TRPV1-

dependent eLTD at the MPP synapses (Chávez et al., 2010b, also observed in this 

Thesis) might each be switched on by distinct patterns of neural activity conveying spatial 

information. At the same time, high frequency stimulation of the LPP in the outer 1/3 of 

the DML leads to 2-AG production and CB1 receptor-dependent eLTP at these LPP 

synapses which have been associated with memories related to odor discrimination, and 

semantic information and representation (Wang et al., 2016, 2018).  

Altogether, the spatial and non-spatial information transmitted by granule cells to 

CA3 pyramidal neurons that provides sequence learning and sequence prediction (Hunt 

et al., 2013) would involve perforant path inputs and different forms of cannabinoid-

dependent plasticity recruited upon the type of information processed, all being 

modulated by mossy cell activity. Learning and memory processes that involve the 

hippocampus can be affected by some pathological conditions. For instance, impaired 

recognition, spatial, and associative memories can be observed in the adult brain after 

high ethanol exposure (binge drinking) during adolescence (Rico-Barrio et al., 2018). 

This also correlates with a decrease in CB1 receptor expression in astrocytes (Bonilla-
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Del Río et al., 2017), as well as with changes in CB1 receptor expression at the perforant 

path synapses (Peñasco et al., 2015). Interestingly, the memory impairment observed 

after adolescent binge drinking is recovered in adults exposed to enriched environmental 

conditions (Rico-Barrio et al., 2018). It is plausible that changes in different forms of CB1 

receptor-dependent plasticity in the DG underlie the memory deficits observed in adults 

after adolescent binge drinking, as well as in the distortion of space perception 

experienced as a psychoactive effect of cannabis use.  

Stress during adolescence might also affect the brain development and 

maturation (Spear, 2000; Giedd, 2004; Sisk, Foster, 2004; Crews et al., 2007; 

McCormick, Mathews 2010) through changes in eCB-dependent synaptic plasticity as in 

this study was demonstrated, leading to psychiatric conditions such as anxiety and 

depression. The eCBs travel retrogradely across the synaptic cleft to activate pre-

synaptic CB1 receptors on glutamatergic terminals (homosynaptic eCB-LTD) or nearby 

GABAergic terminals (heterosynaptic eCB-LTD) (Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Castillo, 

2012). The eCB release happens via two different post-synaptic processes: activation of 

Gq protein-coupled group I mGluRs and depolarization-induced calcium influx via 

VGCC, like L-Type VGCC. The metabotropic pathway engages the activation of PLC 

and DAGL which generates 2-AG. Most forms of eCB-LTD require postsynaptic calcium 

increase released from intracellular stores, which likely facilitates eCB production by 

activating calcium-dependent enzymes, including PLC. The signaling cascade leads to 

postsynaptic eCB release and activation of presynaptic CB1 receptors consequently, 

eliciting LTD. The metabotropic and calcium-driven mechanisms can act independently 

or synergistically, to promote eCB release and eCB-mediated plasticity (Robbe et al., 

2002: Hashimotodani et al., 2007; Heifets and Castillo, 2009; Castillo, 2012). Our data 

support the hypothesis that these two mechanisms are underlying the eCB-eLTD at the 

MPP synapses of adolescent Swiss mice. Thus, we demonstrated that this eCB-eLTD is 

mGluR5- and L-type VGCCs-dependent as it was prevented by bath application of the 
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mGluR5 antagonist MPEP and nimodipine, respectively. Additionally, we found that in 

this plasticity 2-AG dependent but AEA-independent.  

 

6.2 Effects of stress on the eCB-eLTD at MPP-granule cell synapses in 

adolescent Swiss male mice  

Restraint conditions do not modify the distribution pattern and functionality of the 

CB1 receptors in the hippocampus. In control mice, the eCB-eLTD was 2-AG-mediated, 

L-type VGCC- and TRPV1-dependent, but AEA and NMDA-independent. However, in 

acute restraint stress the plasticity switch from LTD to LTP is probably due to a 

modification in calcium levels and/or eCBs. Furthermore, acute restraint stress disrupts 

the synaptic intensity threshold which might contribute to the observed changes in 

synaptic plasticity.  On the other hand, the imbalance between both CB1R and TRPV1 is 

pronounced in chronic restraint stress that could reflect an adjustment of the organism 

to recover the control status. Nevertheless, the absence of synaptic plasticity elicited by 

the LFS applied could be due to eCB disruption. In this scenario, to recover a slight eLTD 

is necessary CB1R activation by AEA increase associated with TRPV1 blocking.  

6.2.1 Acute stress impairs intracellular calcium and endocannabinoids 

Our findings have shown noticeable anatomical, biochemical and physiological 

changes in the eCB system after acute restraint stress, in particular:  

1) The LFS applied (10Hz/10´) (Puente et al., 2011; Peñasco et al., under review) elicits 

potentiation of the fEPSP instead of LTD that appears to be CB1 receptor-, 2-AG- and 

AEA- dependent. Also, LTP switches to LTD by D-APV, AMG9810 and nimodipine; 

LTD in the three instances is blocked by AM251. 

2) Shorter LFS protocols (10Hz / 1 min; 10Hz / 5 min) do not elicit LTP. 
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3) There are significant decreases in the CB1 receptor, PLCβ1 and DAGLα proteins. 

4) There is a significant decrease in CB1 receptor immunoreactivity. 

5) A remarkable increase in TRPV1 immunoreactivity occurs. 

6) The CB1 receptor localization and expression (%, density) in excitatory terminals are 

maintained at control values. 

7) A very significant increase in 2-AG accompanies the condition. 

In both acute and chronic stress conditions, no significant differences in Gα 

subunits and a significant reduction in [35S] GTPγS basal binding were detected. 

Our findings support that acute restraint stress in adolescent mice alters 

synaptic plasticity through two main ways. One is through the alteration of calcium 

levels by disrupted calcium channels and receptors. Another is through rapid 

FAAH mobilization which depletes the AEA signaling, increasing excitability and 

driving anxiety. Finally, the data suggest that the acute restraint stress increases 

2-AG excessively. Hence, alteration of both 2-AG and AEA is involved in the 

switch from LTD to LTP. 

We have found that acute restraint stress does not modify significantly the 

CB1 receptor-dependent inhibition of the excitatory synaptic transmission at the 

MPP-granule cell synapses. Nevertheless, the CB1 receptor antagonism modifies 

the inhibition of the excitatory synaptic transmission, indicating an alteration of 

the eCB system. As we have already discussed LFS triggered eCB-eLTD at the 

MPP synapses in control mice. However, a single episode of restraint stress 

seems to have a significant impact on this form of synaptic plasticity. The findings 

indicate that acute restraint stress generates a bidirectional change in plasticity 

switching from eCB-dependent LTD to LTP in the MPP synapses in response to 

LFS. The eCB system through the activation of CB1 receptors located on 
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glutamatergic terminals regulate stress responses (Gangletas et al., 2013; Lutz et al., 

2015). Acute homotypic stress reverses the long-term depressive impact of mPFC 

stimulation onto BNST neurons into LTP. Also, this stress-induced LTP upon 10Hz 

stimulus was controlled by CB1 receptors located on glutamatergic terminals (Gangletas 

et al., 2013). We got some data about the effect of an acute restraint stress with a 

different LFS protocols (10Hz during 1 or 5 min). We observed in these conditions that 

time is sufficient to change the bidirectionality of the excitatory synapses. These findings 

support bidirectionality of the hippocampal MPP glutamatergic synapses when acute 

restraint stress was applied. These data further suggest that acute restraint stress modify 

the intensity threshold of excitatory synapses, thus enabling the necessary adaptive 

transformations of the synaptic strength. Moreover, we demonstrated that the switch in 

the long-term plasticity was not dependent of CB1 receptor alterations, since the LTP 

was blocked by the CB1 receptor antagonist- AM251. 

 The eCBs can trigger LTP of synaptic transmission in the hippocampus through 

stimulation of astrocytes (Gómez-Gonzalo et al., 2014). This LTP requires activation of 

group I mGluRs by glutamate released from astrocytes after being stimulated by eCBs. 

Thus, astrocytic CB1 receptors elevate calcium and stimulate glutamate release that 

activates type I mGluRs persistently enhancing synaptic transmitter release when it 

coincides with a postsynaptic signal through activation of presynaptic PKC (Navarrete et 

al., 2012; Gómez-Gonzalo et al., 2014).  

In this Thesis work, our data suggest that calcium could underlie the changes in 

synaptic plasticity at the MPP-granule cell synapses under acute restraint stress 

conditions. In this sense, the LTP observed in acute stress after LFS could be triggered 

by an increase in glutamate release and calcium channels activation (TRPV1, NMDA, L-

type VGCC), as LTP disappeared after bath perfusion of AMG9820, D-APV and 

nimodipine, TRPV1 and NMDA antagonists and L-type VGCC blocker, respectively. 
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Acute restraint stress appears to produce divergent effects on AEA and 

2-AG levels in the basolateral amygdala, mPFC and hippocampus. An episodic 

exposure to restraint stress generates an elevation in 2-AG and a rapid induction 

of FAAH activity and a resultant decline in the pool of AEA (Patel et al., 2005; 

Rademacher et al., 2008; Hill et al., 2009; Dubreucq et al., 2012; Wang et al, 

2012; Guzun-Cinar et al., 2013; Morena et al., 2016). These findings are 

according with our results in the MPP synapses as the inhibition of FAAH, 

therefore, rising AEA levels, generated a slight recovery of the eLTD. On the other 

hand, our biochemical results have shown an increase in 2-AG after acute 

restraint stress. However, the perfusion with the MAGL antagonist JZL 184 did 

not modify the LTP. Moreover, the inhibition of 2-AG synthesis reduced the LTP 

but the eLTD was not recovered. Overall, the results suggest that acute stress 

increases 2-AG, nevertheless MAGL could not be functional or is insufficient to 

degrade the excess of 2-AG. Accordingly, our findings evidence that in the MPP 

synapses of adolescent mice subjected to acute restraint stress, a rise in AEA 

might activate CB1 receptors and /or TRPV1, leading to the recovery of eLTD; 

however, the 2-AG control is not sufficient to rescue the eLTD. 

Our immunohistochemical experiments revealed an increase in the 

TRPV1 labeling and, as we have already mentioned, our quantitative biochemical 

experiments demonstrated a 2-AG increase in the hippocampus, suggesting an 

anatomical and/or functional imbalance between both CB1 and TRPV1 receptors. 

TRPV1 is a good stress response candidate because its polymodal nature and 

sensitivity to noxious stimuli (Caterina et al., 1997; Ross, 2003). By integrating 

multiple signaling pathways, TRPV1 can modulate intracellular calcium levels to 

mobilize the cell’s response to stress and injury (Ho et al., 2012). Moreover, this 

imbalance between both CB1 receptors and TRPV1 generated by acute stress 

could increase intracellular calcium which activates PLC. Consequently, PLC 
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generates 2-AG through postsynaptic DAGL. As stated in the introduction, when 2-AG 

suffers a spontaneous acylmigration to yield 1-AG, the balance between the effects on 

TRPV1 and CB1 receptors could be changed in systems that contain both receptors. This 

fact occurs because 1-AG activates TRPV1 but not the CB1 receptor (Sugiura et al., 

2006; Zygmunt et al., 2013).  

Collectively, these data suggest that bidirectionality mediated by calcium and 

eCB-control could be a defense mechanism of the organism to confront acute restraint 

stress. Bidirectionality is of paramount functional importance since allows LTD and LTP 

to reverse each other with time at a single synapse, thus enabling adaptive changes of 

the synaptic strenght. Both the levels and timing of eCB release control strength changes 

in synaptic connections. Thus, electrical stimulations that produce moderate amounts of 

eCBs over a prolonged period lead to synaptic depression. However, stimulations that 

produce short but large eCB peaks cause synaptic potentiation (Cui et al., 2015; Cui et 

al., 2016). The eCBs are major players in learning and memory because of their powerful 

influence on synaptic plasticity (Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Heifets and Castillo, 2009; Kano 

et al., 2009; Katona and Freund, 2012). Moreover, there exist a growing body of evidence 

that paves the way for a bidirectional action of eCBs in synaptic plasticity depending on 

the activity pattern on either side of the synapse. In the case of glutamate terminals, the 

principal mechanism proposed to account for bidirectionality is the calcium-control, which 

states that postsynaptic calcium levels and/or time courses decide the outcome of 

plasticity (LTP or LTD) (Shouval et al., 2002; Graupner and Brunel, 2012; Cui et al., 

2016). The spike-timing dependent plasticity in the striatum also exhibits eCB-dependent 

bidirectionality; thus, a prolonged release and moderate levels of eCBs lead to LTD, and 

a brief release of high eCB concentration yields LTP (Cui et al., 2015).  
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6.2.2 Chronic stress impairs 2-AG levels and the endocannabinoid system  

The changes observed in acute restraint stress, however, do not correlate with 

the effects produced by chronic stress. Thus: 

1) LFS protocol (10Hz/10 min) does not elicit LTD nor LTP. However, AM251 and 

AMG9810 can slightly increase fEPSP. 

2) The 2-AG increase by JZL184 switches to LTP blocked by AM251 and AMG9810. 

Furthermore, AM251+AMG9810 display LTD. 

3) URB597 and LFS (10Hz/10 min) elicit LTP reduced by AM251and fully blocked (and 

beyond: LTD) by AMG9810. 

4) The PLCβ1 and DAGLα proteins decrease. 

5) There is a little (but significant) decrease in CB1 receptor immunoreactivity. 

6) TRPV1 immunoreactivity increases drastically. 

7) There is a significant increase in CB1 receptor density in excitatory terminals. 

8) There is a significant increase in the CP55940 efficacy to stimulate [35S] GTPγS 

binding. 

9) The 2-AG levels decrease significantly. 

As already said, in both acute and chronic stress conditions no significant 

differences in Gα subunits and a significant reduction in [35S] GTPγS basal binding were 

detected. 

We observed in our study a high increase in TRPV1 immunolabeling in the DML 

of the chronic stress mice. This rise could affect to the balance between both CB1 

receptors and TRPV1 and, as a consequence, the functionality of the MPP synapses are 

modified. Furthermore, chronic restraint stress do not alter significantly the CB1 receptor-

dependent inhibition of MPP-granule cell synaptic transmission. Nevertheless, the CB1R 

antagonism modifies the inhibition of the excitatory synaptic transmission, indicating an 

alteration of the eCBs levels or their functionality. 
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Similar to what has been described in acute stress, repeated exposure to 

homotypic stress reliably reduces AEA levels in the hippocampus, amygdala, 

hypothalamus and mPFC. This reduction in AEA is associated to an increase in FAAH 

activity (Patel et al., 2005; Rademacher et al., 2008; Hill et al., 2010, 2013; Dubreucq et 

al., 2012). These effects of chronic homotypic stress on FAAH and AEA signaling are 

likely mediated by sustained exposure to corticosterone produced by stress, as some 

models of chronic corticosterone exposure have similarly found an increase in FAAH 

activity and a reduction in AEA content. However, these effects of corticosterone appear 

to be mediated by a CRH mechanism as the ability of chronic corticosterone to increase 

FAAH and reduce AEA levels are reversed by CRHR1 antagonist and mimicked by the 

forebrain overexpression of CRH (Bowles et al., 2012; Morena et al., 2016). These 

common CRH mechanisms mediated both the acute and chronic stress effects on FAAH 

and AEA (Morena et al., 2016). By contrast, the literature describes a 2-AG increase in 

the hippocampus, mPFC, hypothalamus and amygdala in chronic stress (Patel et al, 

2004, 2005, 2009; Rademacher et al, 2008; Hill et al, 2010; Dubreucq et al, 2012). 

Actually, the MAGL downregulation in the amygdala contributes to enhance 2-AG 

signaling after chronic stress (Sumislawski et al., 2011). However, our findings show a 

decrease in hippocampal 2-AG. These different results could be due to several factors: 

age and mouse strain, type and duration of stress. 

We did not find plasticity at the MPP synapses after LFS in adolescent mice with 

chronic restraint stress. This finding suggests that chronic stress could impair eCBs 

and/or the functionality of their receptors. Moreover, the pharmacological increase of 2-

AG or AEA through the perfusion of a MAGL or FAAH inhibitor, respectively, generated 

a pharmacological LTP (2-AG-LTP and AEA-LTP). Even though the pharmacological 

rise of 2-AG generated LTP, neither CB1R nor TRPV1 blocking recovered eLTD. Despite 

this, 2-AG-LTP was abolished with either CB1R or TRPV1 antagonism. However, 2-AG-

LTP switched to eLTD when both CB1R and TRPV1 were blocked simultaneously. A 
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recently study described a 2-AG-mediated LTP through CB1R activation in the 

mouse LPP (Wang et al., 2016).  This eCB-mediated LTP initiates postsynaptically 

and requires the activation of mGluR5 and NMDA receptors. Consequently, the 

increase in postsynaptic calcium activates DAGL-α and 2-AG production causing 

a long-lasting increase in glutamate release (Wang et al., 2016). The study also 

revealed that the eCB-LTP is due to the reorganization of actin filaments in the 

glutamatergic axons (Wang et al., 2016).  In our study, we found that a 

pharmacological increase of AEA through the inhibition of FAAH causes AEA-LTP. 

These results suggest that the AEA reduction at the MPP synapses would generate 

the opposite. However, TRPV1 antagonism suppresses the eLTP induced by 

pharmacological rise of AEA showing at the same time a slight recovery of eLTD. 

Furthermore, this eLTD is abolished by CB1 receptor antagonism. Altogether, these 

results indicate that the increase in TRPV1 expression is not sufficient to recover 

the eLTD, and that AEA activates the CB1 receptor in order to recover a slight 

eLTD. This fact supports the idea of an eLTD depends on AEA (and not 2-AG) in 

adolescent Swiss male mice under chronic stress.  
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The conclusions of this Doctoral Thesis are:  

1. Adolescent mice subjected to acute and chronic restraint stress display a highly 

significant increase in TRPV1 immunostaining. 

2. The CB1 receptor in glutamatergic terminals in the middle 1/3 of DML maintains the 

same expression and localization after stress as the control mice. 

3. CB1 receptor activation inhibits field excitatory postsynaptic potentials evoked by 

MPP stimulation in the DML in acute and chronic restraint stress to the same extent 

as controls. However, CB1R antagonism reveals an alteration in the eCBs levels 

and/or functionality in acute or chronic restraint stress. 

4. Low frequency stimulation (10 min, 10 Hz) of the MPP in adolescent Swiss mice 

triggers a CB1-eLTD at the MPP-granule cell synapses which requires 2-AG, but not 

AEA, as well as L-type voltage-gated calcium channels, GABAB, mGluR5 and 

TRPV1, but not NMDA receptors.  

5. LFS of the MPP synapses under acute restraint stress triggers an AEA- and calcium-

dependent LTP which involves NMDA and TRPV1 receptors.   

6. Inhibition of the NMDA-TRPV1 receptor-dependent LTP elicits eCB-LTD at the 

MPP-granule cell synapses after acute restraint stress.  

7. Acute restraint stress disrupts the intensity threshold of the MPP synapses. 

8. Acute restraint stress generates anxiogenic-like behavior in adolescent mice. 

9. Chronic restraint stress abolishes LFS-induced long-term synaptic plasticity at MPP-

granule cell synapses in adolescent mice. 

10. LFS-MPP associates with an increase in 2-AG or AEA, and produces LTP, but not 

LTD, at the MPP-granule cell synapses which involves CB1 and TRPV1 receptors.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. ABBREVIATIONS 
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- AA: Arachidonic acid. 
- ABC: Avidin-biotin peroxidase.  
- ABHD6: α/β-hydrolase domain containing 6. 
- ABHD12: α/β-hydrolase domain containing 12. 
-  ACSF: Artificial cerebrospinal fluid. 
- ACTH: Adrenocorticotropin hormone 
- AEA: Arachidonoyl-ethanolamine or anandamide 
- AEA-LTP: Pharmacological Long Term Potentiation mediated by AEA 
- 1-AG: 1-arachidonoyl glycerol 
- 2-AG: 2-arachidonoyl glycerol 
- 2-AG-LTP: Pharmacological Long Term Potentiation mediated by 2-AG. 
- AMPA: α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-isoxazole propionic acid. 
- ANOVA: Analysis of variance. 
- AS: Acute stress 

 

- BNST: Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. 
- BSA: Bovine serum albumin. 

 

- C: Control 
- CB1-eLTD: CB1 receptor-dependent excitatory long-term depression. 
- CB1R: Cannabinoid Receptor Type-1. 
- CB2R: Cannabinoid Receptor Type-2. 
- CNS: Central Nervous System. 
- CPCCoEt: Selective non-competitive mGlu1 antagonist. 
- CRH: corticotrophin-release-hormone. 
- CRIP1a: Cannabinoid receptor associated protein 1a. 
- CS: Chronic stress. 

 

- DAB: 3,3'-diaminobenzidine 
- DAG: Diacylglycerol. 
- DAGL: Diacylglycerol lipase. 
- DG: Dentate Gyrus. 
- DML: dentate molecular layer 
- DMSO: Dimethyl sulfoxide. 
- DSE: depolarization-induced suppression of excitation 
- DSI: depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition 
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- EC: Entorhinal Cortex. 
- EC50: Half maximal effective concentration 
- eCB: Endocannabinoid. 
- EM: Electron microscopy. 
- Emax: Efficacy maximum. 

 

- FAAH: Fatty acid amide hydrolase. 
- fEPSPs: Field excitatory postsynaptic potentials. 

 

- GABA: Gamma-Aminobutyric acid. 
- GABAA: Gamma-Aminobutyric acid Type A. 
- GABAB: Gamma-Aminobutyric acid Type B. 
- GPCRs: G-protein-coupled receptors. 
- GPR55: G protein-coupled receptor 55. 

 

- h: Hours 
- HF: Hippocampal formation 
- HPA: Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical 
- HF: Hippocampal Formation.  

 

- IAHP: calcium-activated potassium currents. 

 

- LC-MS/MS: Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. 
- LFS: Low-frequency stimulation. 
- LM: Light microscopy. 
- LPP: Lateral perforant pathway. 
- LTD: Long-Term Depression. 

LTP: Long-Term Potentiation.  
- L-VGCC: L-type Voltage gated Calcium Channels 

 

- MAGL: Monoacylglicerol lipase. 
- MCF: Mossy Cell Fiber.  
- mGluR: Group I metabotropic glutamate receptor. 
- mGluR5: Metabotropic glutamate receptor 5. 
- mGluR1: Metabotropic glutamate receptor 1. 
- min: Minutes. 
- ML: Molecular layer. 
- MO: Medulla Oblongata. 
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- mPFC: Medial Prefrontal Cortex. 
- MPP: Medial Perforant Pathway. 
- MRM: multiple-reaction monitoring. 

 

- NAPE: N-arachidonoyl phosphatidylethanolamine. 
- NAPE-PLD: N-acyl phosphatidylethanolamine hydrolyzing phospholipase D. 
- NMDA: N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor. 

 

- OD: Optical density. 

 

- PB: Phospate buffer. 
- PBS: Phosphate buffered saline. 
- PFC: Prefrontal cortex. 
- PKA: Protein kinase type A. 
- PLC: Phospholipase C. 
- PND: Postnatal day. 
- PPAR-α: Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptors. 
- PTX: Picrotoxin.  
- PVDF: polyvinylidene fluoride. 
- PVN: Paraventricular Nuclei. 

 

- RT: Room temperature. 

 

- s: Seconds. 
- SDS: Sodium dodecyl sulfate. 
- SDS-PAGE: SDS–polyacrylamide. 
- SEM: Standard error mean. 
- [35S] GTPγS: [35S] Guanosine-5*-O-(3-thiotriphosphate). 

 

- TBS: Tris-HCl buffered saline. 
- THC: (−)-trans-Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol. 
- TRPA1: Transient receptor potential ankyrin 1. 
- TRPV1: Transient Receptor Potential Vanilloid 1 
- TRPV1-LTD: Long term depression mediated by TRPV1 receptor. 

 

- WB: Western blot.  
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